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1. Purpose and Scope of the Supplementary Planning Document

1.

Purpose and Scope of
the Supplementary
Planning Document

• developers proposing major schemes in the Town
Centre who are required by AAP Policy BridTC12
to prepare a Design Statement, must set out in their
Design Statement how their scheme responds to this
guidance.
1.4

The Council’s aim in providing the design guidance is to
increase the likelihood that schemes comply with policy
and therefore will secure planning consent.

1.5

The SPD supports the objectives of the National
Planning Policy Framework and provides design
guidance in respect of the following AAP policies:

Introduction
1.1

The Town Centre and Marina Supplementary Planning
Document (SPD) provides more detailed design guidance
for the delivery of the development policies set out in the
Bridlington Town Centre Area Action Plan. The council will
use the SPD to guide developers on the preparation of
Design Statements required for major developments and in
pre-application discussions on all planning applications within
the AAP area.

• sustainability (AAP Policy BridTC11 and BridTC3);
• design quality in the wider AAP area (AAP Policies
BridTC11 and TC12) and in the Town Centre (AAP
Policy TC6);
• design quality for development for each of the
principal town centre uses in the AAP area (AAP
Policies Brid TC13-18);
• Burlington Parade (AAP Policy Brid TC3);
• the Marina (AAP Policy Brid TC4), however in
accordance with paragraph 5.88 of the AAP,
development proposed on reclaimed land south of
the current harbour will be subject to a separate
master-plan to be prepared on behalf of the council
and consulted upon;
• the Strategic Public Realm Town Centre(AAP Policy
Brid TC5); and
• the Town Centre Seafront (AAP Policy Brid TC6).

The Purpose of the SPD
1.2

There is a requirement for Bridlington to conceive a general
design policy which:
• sets high standards;
• acknowledges the changing functions of areas and
therefore the changes of use affecting the character and
appeal of areas;
• acknowledges the importance of maintaining and enhancing
the established character of the different parts of the town;
• sets out the criteria to be considered in making a design
decision on a planning application.

1.3

All those proposing development within the AAP area are
required to address the design guidance set out in this SPD:
• developers of commercial premises or residential
schemes requiring, under national planning policy, a
Design and Access statement, are required by AAP policy
to address the guidance set out in this SPD;

1.6

In 2010 the council designated a conservation area
within part of the town centre and harbour area;
the Bridlington Quay Conservation Area (BQCA).
In order to help guide future development in this
area the council has drafted a Conservation Area
Character Assessment (CACA) which should be read in
conjunction with this SPD.

The Spa Bridlington
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Structure of the SPD
1.7

v)

Sections 8-14 provide design guidance for development
within each of the areas outside Burlington Parade
and The Harbour and Marina. This includes the Town
Centre Seafront (AAP Policy BridTC6);

vi)

Section 15 provides illustrative cross sections of how
development in accordance with the AAP policies may
change the town centre;

Following this introduction, the analysis and design guidance
in the SPD are set out as follows:
i)

Section 2 provides analysis of the built form throughout
the town centre area by area;

ii)

Section 3 sets out design guidance for achieving the
sustainability standards set by AAP Policies Brid TC11
and Brid TC3;

vii) The Bridlington Quay Conservation Area Character
Assessment is included in the Appendix.

Section 4 provides general design guidance for the
AAP area, drawing both on the analysis of the area’s
built form and the AAP’s aims for sustainable design
and construction;

How the SPD will be used
1.8

The SPD has been adopted formally by the Council as a
part of the suite of Local Plan documents.

iv)

Sections 5-7 provide design guidance for the AAP’s
two major projects and the Strategic Public Realm:

1.9

•

Section 5 provides design guidance for the Strategic
Public Realm (AAP Policy BridTC5);
Section 6 provides design guidance for Burlington
Parade (AAP Policy BridTC3); and
Section 7 provides design guidance for the Harbour
and Marina (AAP Policy BridTC4), notwithstanding
the requirement for a separate master-plan for
development on land to be reclaimed south of the
harbour;

The Council has consulted on the drafts of the SPD
alongside the second Preferred Options Draft of the AAP
and CACA. The comments received were taken into
account in preparing the final version.

iii)

•
•

1.10 The SPD has been revised to ensure it is consistent with the
final, adopted version of the AAP.
Relationship of the SPD to the East Riding Local Plan
1.11 Figure 1.1 shows the relationship between the SPD and
other local plans.

East Riding Community Plan

East Riding Local Plan

Joint Minerals
Local Plan

Strategy Document
Allocations Document

Bridlington Area Action Plan

Joint Waste
Local Plan

Policies Map

Bridlington Town Centre and
Marina Supplementary Planning Document
Figure 1.1 Relationship Structural of Town Centre and Marina Policy Documents
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Development Statement(s)
(BridTC 12)

2. Analysis of Built Form in the Town Centre

2.

Analysis of Built Form in the
Town Centre

Introduction
2.1

This section sets out the design analysis of the AAP area.
This analysis provides the rationale and justification for
the design guidance set out in the rest of the SPD. The
analysis considers:
a.	 The characteristics of the sub areas in the AAP and
town centre areas;
b.	 Analysis of the Urban Environment of the AAP Area
•
•
•
•
•

Urban Grain;
Commercial Buildings in the Town Centre;
Landmarks;
Strong Positive Frontages;
Weak or Missing Frontages;

• Buildings and Structures of Heritage Value and Historic
Interest;
• Vistas and views;
• Public spaces;
• Pedestrian Links;
• Cycling Links; and
• Severance and the negative impact of car parking.
2.2 The analysis examines the positive features of the existing
built environment in the AAP area that are distinctive
to Bridlington and underpin its particular character and
appeal. These characteristic features should be preserved
and enhanced by new developments, and carefully
protected or recovered by conversion schemes. Where
opportunities arise to replace buildings which are harmful
to the townscape, it is particularly important that the
new buildings recover the architectural distinctiveness
of the AAP area and recover the lost harmony of the
townscape. A more detailed analysis of the Townscape
character of the south-eastern part of the Town Centre
and the Harbour can be found in the CACA.

Aerial view of Bridlington Town Centre
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Figure 2.1 Sub Areas within the Town Centre AAP

Sub Areas in the AAP and town centre areas
2.3 Figure 2.1 shows the different areas within the central area
of Bridlington covered by the AAP. The Sub-Areas, from
east to west are:
i.	
ii.	
iii.
iv.	
v.

Town Hall and Environs
Station and Environs
Site of the existing Supermarket store
Springfield Avenue
Gypsey Valley, Palace Car Park, Beck Hill and Bridge
Street
vi.	 Hilderthorpe South
vii.	 Burlington Pavement
viii.	 The Established Shopping Core
ix.	Promenade
x. Town Centre Seafront
xi. Harbour
xii. The Spa and Spa Promenade
xiii. Residential North
xiv. Residential South

6

Promenade Centre, Chapel Street

2. Analysis of Built Form in the Town Centre

Area i. Town Hall and Environs
2.4

This area contains a collection of buildings set in municipal
style civic gardens; Town Hall Gardens to the east and
Jubilee Gardens to the north which incorporates a small
play area.

2.5 The gardens are an attractive feature forming ‘an oasis
in an urban area’. This is currently one of the only green
spaces in the Town Centre and this is Bridlington’s only
civic area.
2.6 Although the area contains the Town Hall, it is
disconnected from the heart of the Town Centre by the
railway line and by its distance from the centre; in turn,
the connection to Bridlington Railway Station is severed
by the group of new dwellings to the south of the Town
Hall and by the rail lines.

Town Hall
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and is not visible when approached from the Town
Centre. The immediate setting of the station building is
further compromised by the area of unattractive surface
car parking at the front of the station which is poorly
landscaped, by the adjacent, blank, rear façade of the
existing supermarket store and the adjoining Coach Park
site, which is also not landscaped. Domestic uses on the
south side of Hilderthorpe Road provide a small scale
domestic setting. The Gypsey Race is mainly culverted
underground in this area and only visible from the surface
for a small extent at the west end.
2.8 The arches located under Station Road Bridge at the
western end of the Coach Park site are occupied, but
the appearance of the arches is not attractive, and this
too militates against the appeal of the area .
2.9
Area ii. Station and Environs		
2.7

Bridlington Railway Station is an attractive Edwardian
building. Despite being one of Bridlington’s best buildings,
it is located in a poor setting and disconnected from
the rest of the Town Centre. Despite its importance
the Station does not form a gateway into the town

Bridlington Railway Station
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The Station Approach, the principal public access road to
the Railway Station, is a bleak and isolated ‘channel’ with
areas fenced off and with a blank Supermarket façade.
There is an attractive former engine shed near to the
station, but the rest of the area is an unattractive area of
car parking. The level crossing forms a visual and physical
severance between the route designated by the AAP as
the new Primary Retail Circuit and the Town Hall.

2. Analysis of Built Form in the Town Centre

Area iii. The Existing Supermarket Site
		
2.10 The rear of the Supermarket site faces the railway
station with a blank façade compromising the setting
of the attractive Edwardian station. The connection to
Windsor Crescent is also severed by this development.
The Supermarket store itself is orientated to the store
car park and a petrol filling station marks the entrance
from Hilderthorpe Road.
2.11 The southern side is bordered by under-used housing,
generally in poor repair.
2.12 The Gypsey Race is partially visible to the rear of these
properties on Hilderthorpe Road.
2.13 The eastern side of the Supermarket site is bordered by
the rear gardens of the properties on the western side
of Springfield Avenue.

Rear of Supermarket facing Station Square

Area iv. Springfield Avenue
2.14 The western side of Springfield Avenue is
predominately lower quality semi-detached housing
and larger commercial ‘shed’ like buildings. The area is
dominated by Palace Car Park, a large surface car park
with little landscaping. The residential quality of the
area is diminished by the barren supermarket car park
to the west together with the unattractive Post Office/
BT building and its service yard on the east side of the
road.
2.15 The landscaping in the area is of poor quality. There are
some trees and street furniture but it is incoherent and
of low quality. There are attractive views of the Gypsey
Race at the rear of properties on Hilderthorpe Road.
There are also areas of greenery which are currently
under-utilised and poorly looked after.

BT Buildings on Springfield Avenue
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Area v. Gypsey Race ‘Valley’, Palace Car Park and Beck Hill		 Area vi. Hilderthorpe Road
2.16 This area lies between Springfield Avenue in the north
and Bridge Street in the south, and between Hilderthorpe
Road and Prospect Street/Manor Street. The block is not in
keeping with the much finer urban grain which characterises
the rest of the Town Centre. The area is largely hard
surfaced and there are large tracts of under-used and
poorly-used land and property and for the most part
dominated by blank walls, service yards and surface parking.
2.17 The Gypsey Race is visible in parts with trees either side on
banks, although virtually every building turns its back on the
Race and little of it is accessible.
2.18 Beck Hill is currently narrow and winding. It dips down
to an existing bridge crossing the Gypsey Race. The only
frontages are a group of small, and unattractive, retail units.
The small area of housing on Palace Avenue is in poor
condition.

2.21 Hilderthorpe Road is one of the principal access routes
to the Town Centre and can be busy during the summer
season (although signage changes outside the centre are
now in place to re-route traffic away from the Town
Centre).
2.22 The properties along Hilderthorpe Road, particularly those
on its north and east side, are largely in poor condition
and many are vacant. Few of those in use at shop front
level are occupied on the upper floors. The site of the local
British Legion Club branch is large by the standards along
the rest of Hilderthorpe Road; the buildings themselves
are set back from the road and surrounded by mature
trees. There are four semi-detached villas, set back from
Hilderthorpe Road, to the north of the British Legion
which are in poor condition.

2.19 There is a significant level change of approximately 5m from
the north end of Beck Hill to the lower central section over
the Gypsey Race.
2.20 There is no vista to the sea or the Harbour; both are
blocked by buildings along Bridge Street.

Palace Car Park
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Hilderthorpe Road

2. Analysis of Built Form in the Town Centre

Quay Road / Prospect Street – looking east from Springfield Avenue

Retail Circuit to connect the established retail core to
the new concentration of unit shopping on the site of
the existing supermarket store.
2.24 The road is a wide, traffic-dominated road that also
forms a key pedestrian route, particularly on its western
side. The quality of buildings along it varies significantly
as does the architectural style. Towards the south,
the buildings on the east side of Prospect Street are
coherent and impressive properties. Further north
there is a mixture of town houses with commercial
ground floors and the townscape is of poorer quality.

Area vii. Burlington Pavement
(Quay Road/Prospect Street/Wellington Road)

2.25 The street has some fine Victorian character but is
compromised by signage and façades which ignore
the original architecture . The predominant height of
buildings is three storeys with pitched roofs . There is
variety between the buildings with different designs,
heights and roofs which together create a rhythm . More
recent development is of poorer quality.

2.23 Quay Road and Prospect Street, leading to Wellington
Road, are included (on the western side) as part of
Burlington Parade and the linking section of the Primary

2.26 Christ Church and the Cenotaph form a key focal
point and attractive vista, although the Cenotaph is
surrounded by roads and somewhat isolated by them.
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King Street

2.28 Although the majority of the buildings in the established
core are smaller grain character, larger buildings from
the late 20th century like the Boyes building conflict
with the general pattern. A variety of building materials
is used and buildings are of varied heights and rich in
ornament and detail.
2.29 Many of the buildings in the shopping core suffer
from insensitive facia treatments and low levels of
maintenance. The plot depths are generally limited but
there are a number of plots where premises extend
from King Street to Chapel Street or Queen Street.
In some cases one frontage has become ‘closed’ at
the rear of the shop, these diminish the appeal of the
street.

Area viii. the Established Shopping Core			
2.27 The established shopping core is dominated by car
parking and traffic with King Street the only traffic free
area. The public realm in the shopping core is both
cluttered and outdated. Street furniture and paving lacks
coherence whilst being mismatched and cluttered in its
placement. The area is generally hard landscaped with
limited greenery. The traffic barriers on the streets restrict
pedestrian circulation and reinforce the dominance of the
car. The environment at street level also suffers from litter
and can be difficult to maintain. The wide street profiles
are not helpful as they break up intimacy. On-street
parking is permitted, and service hours are not restricted,
adding further to the dominance of vehicles throughout the
day. While this approach was commonplace amongst town
centres up to some 10-20 years ago, it is now outdated.
There is a substantial body of research to show that
turnover rises in town centres which offer pedestrianised,
and pedestrian-dominated, environments; key to this is
unfettered pedestrian movement between both sides of
shopping streets and the provision of a comfortable and
safe pedestrian circuit between a centre’s key shops.
12

2.30 The Promenades indoor shopping centre is a
conventional 1980s development that provides
units which are closer to the current requirements
of multiple traders, and the recent alterations that
provided additional larger units proved easy to let.
2.31 Major investment in the public realm in Chapel Street in
2007 has resulted in a significant increase in footfall in
the area. Retail performance has seen a corresponding
improvement and the street had achieved 100%
occupancy in 2012.
2.32 Within the shopping core there are patches of vacant
buildings or inactive buildings that do not animate the
shopping streets. Shopper footfall drops off sharply to
the east of Cross Street despite the presence of Marks
& Spencer, and large parts of the buildings on Prince
and Cliff Streets are in poor condition. The area is also
poorly integrated with the Harbour.
2.33 Queen Street is wide, but obstructed by the
unfortunately located (and poorly designed) public
lavatory block.
2.34 There is no clear focus or heart to the shopping core.

2. Analysis of Built Form in the Town Centre

Area ix. Promenade

Area x. Town Centre Seafront

2.35 The Promenade is dominated by traffic and car parking.
The area is occupied primarily by lower value secondary
shopping and food and drink uses. The street façades
are incoherent and do not provide a sense of place.
There are occasional vistas to the seafront along streets
although some of these views are blocked by unattractive
seafront/funfair structures.

2.36 The northern foreshore is noisy in season with the fun
fair rides and arcades, but a bit desolate out of season
when these are closed. The frontages in the area are
dominated by the arcades and lower value restaurants.
There are larger building blocks of coherent terraces that
had a seaside feel and potential to form part of a bright
and colourful area but the exteriors would benefit from
improved maintenance and consistently themed colour.
Crescent Gardens is an area which had lost much of its
original charm but had potential to form an attractive
area; recent investment in the gardens has been much
welcomed by local communities.
2.37 Much of the public realm in the area is seasonal and many
of the seasonal rides which extend across the whole
area would benefit from environmental enhancements.
Garrison Square is currently a barren environment
adjacent to the Harbour that fails to exploit the potential
of its setting. Many of the new buildings are large scale
and out of keeping with the original character of the area.
Leisure World terminates the northern vista of the area.

Promenade

The northern foreshore
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The harbour at high tide

less due to its current contribution than for the future
potential to improve the appeal and prosperity of
Bridlington by strengthening the social, physical and
economic linkages between the two.
2.39 The land around the Harbour is largely dominated by
surface car parking. The Harbour contains listed piers
which add to the character of the area, although little
is made of their heritage importance or interest. The
Harbour area is much less attractive when the tide is out
with a vast exposed area of mud and much of the built
fabric looks in need of maintenance.

Area xi. Harbour
2.38 The Harbour is the principal feature of the town, yet
it is quite poorly integrated with the town centre
and the extent of its contribution to the town centre
environment is less than it should be. Therefore the
importance of the harbour as an asset to the town is

The harbour at low tide
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2.40 There is no clear distinction between the working
Harbour areas and the commercial functions around it.
The space is defined by a number of landmark buildings
including the fisherman’s storage area, boat repair shed,
Lawrence Complex, Ebor Garden flats and the RYYC
building at Windsor Crescent, although not all these
landmarks contribute positively to the townscape.
Furthermore the working areas of the harbour are
bisected by the council owned car park at Langdales
Wharf. The Ebor House apartment block is particularly
incongruous and unattractive - but a very prominent
backdrop for the Harbour.

2. Analysis of Built Form in the Town Centre

Area xii. The Spa and Spa Promenade
2.41 The Spa and Spa Promenade, at present, are poorly
linked to the Harbour although recent public realm works
around the Spa has commenced the improvement of the
townscape link from that direction.
2.42 The refurbished Spa is the main feature with an
attractive frontage that has an open aspect over the
promenade and beach providing a pleasant waterfront
environment. Substantial investment in the surrounding
area has created a high quality setting for the Spa and
southern sea front. It is anticipated that this quality and
theme of public realm will be continued towards the
town centre and harbour reinforcing the connection.

The Spa and Pembroke Gardens
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Residential North

Area xiii. Residential North

Area xiv. Residential South

2.43 The buildings are predominantly residential, mainly
comprising large semi-detached townhouses and
impressive terraced blocks from the 19th and early
20th century. Plots are narrow and there are small front
gardens, with very limited rear gardens. The buildings
are mainly brick, with pitched roofs and of good
quality, although the quality and suitability of the facia
treatments amongst the very many which are in Bed
and Breakfast and guest house use varies hugely. Many
are also down at heel in appearance, particularly outside
the season.

2.46 The area is predominately residential and comprises
largely brick terraces with pitched roofs. There are small
front gardens, but businesses are close to street edge.
The frontages take advantage of the sea views where
possible. There is a small concentration of neighbourhood
shops on West Street.

2.44 There are also incongruous built additions and infill
schemes, many of which contribute adversely to the
overall townscape.
2.45 Despite the shortcomings, the overall quality of the area
is high.
16

Residential South

2. Analysis of Built Form in the Town Centre

Analysis of the Urban Environment of the AAP Area
2.47 The character of each of the AAP’s areas is built
up from the design of individual units. Within the
predominant building types there is a great deal of
variation in detailing, bay windows, roofs, entrances etc.
2.48 This provides a varied character where no one period
dominates, but there are a number of unifying features.
These include varied heights, plot widths and depths,
building massing, roof shape, window design, entrances,
porches and different height access.
2.49 This variety needs to be continued, but in the modern
idiom, repeating the rhythm of predominantly
background buildings, with the occasional, correctly
sited, foreground buildings where there is a case for
retaining, replacing or adding new landmarks to the
townscape.

Manor Street

Urban Grain
2.50 The basic pattern of the principal roads and streets in
the town centre AAP area has remained little changed
for the last 150 years. Urban development has grown up
along this network creating main streets linked by minor
routes. The open space, following the route of the
Gypsey Race has been retained.
2.51 The pattern of urban development has resulted in
largely continuous built frontages usually right up to
the edge of the highway and footpaths. Buildings tend
to fill the full footprint of their site both in terms of
plot width and depth within the town centre, with only
higher status buildings such as Christ Church having
been located well within a larger site. Within the general
pattern there is great variation in building style and
detailing appropriate to the time it was developed, but
unfortunately few exceptions have remained unaltered
over the years.

Queen Street and Prince Street

Commercial Buildings in the Town Centre
2.52 A particular need is to recover the harmony of the
townscape in the commercial areas of the Town Centre.
Guidance is provided in the CACA to help to clarify the
significant character of the area to facilitate design to:
• protect and recover the historic grain of the area as
defined by the traditional plot widths and massing of
buildings, particularly within the retail core;
• protect and enhance the variety of roof forms; and
• recover, where former residential buildings have been
converted for a commercial use in a manner which
detracts from their historic character, the original
architecture of the buildings, including the design of
windows, the use of materials and detailing.
Street Clutter
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Landmarks
2.53 The Town Centre contains a number of landmarks
including:

Train Station

Christ Church

• Town Hall and Magistrates Court, the principal civic
focus;
• Railway Station, which should be a key gateway;
• Christ Church, the principal Town Centre church and
monumental structure (the tallest except for Ebor flats);
• Boyes department store;
• Queen Street public lavatories;
•
• Royal Yorkshire Yacht Club, a prominent and exceptional
quality building;
• The Spa, refurbished and emblematic of Bridlington’s
seaside entertainment heyday and its future aspirations;
• The Lawrence Complex, an unremarkable prominent
1970s Harbour front building;
• North and South piers, the historic harbour walls;
• Fisherman’s storage at end of south pier;
• Boat house, a large contemporary shed;
• Former Floral Pavilion, Esplanade;
• Trinity Church;
• Leisure World; and
• 2 Prospect Street.
2.54 Although these landmarks assist the legibility of the
townscape, not all of these contribute positively to
townscape character and some impact negatively.
The negative effect of these buildings is harmful to
Bridlington’s image. The consequence is to undermine
the town’s competitiveness as a tourist destination, as
well as its appeal as a place to live. The landmarks that
fall into this category are: Boyes department store;
Queen Street public lavatories; Lawrence Complex;
the boat repair shed; Leisure World; Ebor House; and
Government Building at the north side of the Town
Hall campus.
2.55 Landmark buildings should be development of good
quality that make a positive contribution to townscape
and also play a landmark function.

Ebor Flats

The Harbour
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The Spa

2. Analysis of Built Form in the Town Centre

R.Y.Y.C
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2. Analysis of Built Form in the Town Centre

Figure 2.2 Landmarks and Views

Vistas and Views
2.56 The existing key vistas are:
• from south pier to south beach, Spa, the Holderness
Coast and the Sea;
• from south pier across the harbour towards the town;
• along the length of south pier;
• from north pier to north beach, the Floral Pavilion,
Flamborough Head and the Sea;
• from north pier across the harbour;
• from the end of north pier;
• Chicken Run Jetty along its length and over the
harbour;
• from west (top side) of South Cliff Road over the
Harbour;
• Queen’s Square (from Queen Street) over the
Harbour to the south;
• from Garrison Square over the north pier;
• from Garrison Square and the rest of the promenade
and esplanade to Flamborough Head;
20

• from Leisure World over the sea to the north and
south and east;
• from Quay Road/Prospect Street to Christ Church and
the Cenotaph;
• from Palace Car Park to Christ Church;
• from Beck Hill into the Gypsey Race valley;
• along King Street;
• along Queen Street;
• along Chapel Street;
• along Prince Street;
• along Promenade; and
• over Crescent Gardens from the south of Esplanade

2. Analysis of Built Form in the Town Centre

2.57 These vistas are critical both to the character and
legibility of the AAP area, and guidance is required both
to preserve these and to add to them.
2.58 There are a number of desirable but missing key views
to be created where opportunities permit:

Crescent Gardens (July 2007)

• Bridge Street connections to the Harbour;
• from Hilderthorpe Road and Quay Road/Prospect
Street into the Gypsey Race valley;
• Cliff Street towards the sea;
• across the Gypsey Race valley to and from Christ
Church;
• from the Train Station to the Gypsey Race Valley;
• from the Train Station to Quay Road/Prospect
Street; and
• from the Train Station to Hilderthorpe Road.
Strong Positive Frontages
2.59 There are a number of strong positive frontages
within the AAP area which need to be protected, and
emulated elsewhere, including:

Manor Street

•
•
•
•
•
•

The Crescent and Marlborough Terrace;
Manor Street;
Prospect Street;
Wellington Road adjoining the Cenotaph;
Windsor Crescent; and
Queen Street (north side).

Weak or Missing Frontages
2.60 The following are weak or missing frontages that need
to be addressed or remediated by new development:

North Promenade

• the existing Supermarket store on all its sides,
including Station Approach;
• the missing frontage along the Coach Park;
• the west side of Quay Road/Prospect Street/Manor
Street from Springfield Avenue to Beck Hill;
• the north side of Hilderthorpe Road, from the
Supermarket petrol filling station and store to Beck
Hill;
• Beck Hill, both sides;
• Parts of Queen Street, especially the public
lavatories and the south side of the west end;
• the Fun Fair and arcades area, including Garrison
Square;
• Leisure World;
• Cliff Street south side;
• the Harbour edge, north side;
• the Lawrence Complex area onto the Harbour;
• Gypsey Race, which has no frontage; and
• the Harbour generally, which has no frontage.

Bridge Street
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Figure 2.3 Existing Frontages, Townscape and Open Space

Buildings and Structures of Heritage Value and
Historic Interest
2.61 There are a number of built structures of historic interest
and character with the Town Centre that must be
protected, and their setting enhanced. The main ones are:
Listed buildings and structures are as follows, and marked
on Figure 2.4
• South Pier;
• North Pier;
• Bridlington Town Hall;
• Bridlington Station;
• Floral Pavilion;
• Christ Church;
• The Cenotaph, Wellington Road;
• 15 Promenade;
• 17 and 17a Promenade;
• 45 Promenade;
• Church of the Holy Trinity;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The George Public House, Prince Street;
1-4 Belle Vue;
Thorn Villa, Providence Place;
Bellevue House, Tennyson Avenue;
Field House, 18 Victoria Road;
8 Wellington Road;
10 and 12 Wellington Road;
9-10 Manor Street;
The Brunswick Public House, 13 Manor Street;
10-12 King Street;
9 Garden Walk;
9 Queen Street
12 Queen Street;
13 Queen Street;
15 Queen Street;
21, 21a, 22 Queen Street;
24 Queen Street;
25 and 26 Queen Street;
4 and 5 Queen Square; and
6 Queen Square.
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Buildings of historic interest / townscape character:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Town Hall;
Railway Station;
Brunswick Hotel;
Christ Church;
The Spa;
Royal Yorkshire Yacht Club;
Marlborough Terrace;
Cliff Street/Garrison Street corner;
Wellington Road adjacent to Cenotaph;
Manor Street frontage;
King Street (south side);
3-13 Chapel Street (north side);
Queens Street;
1-2 Cross Street; and
2 Prospect Street.

Brunswick Hotel

Figure 2.4 Heritage Value and Interest
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from the north side, the appeal of which is limited by
the lengthy walkways and the effects on their setting of
the backs of the buildings which overlook them; and
• the Spa Environs scheme has created a fit setting for the
refurbished Spa and has improved connections between
the Spa and the Harbour and Town Centre core.
Pedestrian Links

Cenotaph Gardens

Public Spaces
2.62 Public open space in the Town Centre is limited to the
following areas:
• Town Hall gardens, although this is distant and severed
from the core of the Town Centre, so contributes little
to needs;
• King Street and some of Queen Street, although its
landscape treatment is dated, and the usability and
appeal of the space is diminished by the location and
design of the public lavatories;
• Garrison Square, North Pier, Harbour and promenade,
although the spaces fall short in design terms, which
limits their appeal and use;
• Crescent Gardens, Regent Terrace Gardens, South Cliff
Gardens and Pembroke Gardens;
• Harbour Gardens – the slopes down to the Harbour

Figure 2.5 Physical Connections
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2.63 The quality of pedestrian links varies considerably within
the AAP area. Recent regeneration schemes have
improved the pedestrian environment. The pavements in
Chapel Street have been widened and seating introduced
to create a pleasant and attractive shopping street. The
Spa Gardens project has dramatically transformed the
urban landscape with a shared space scheme shifting
pedestrian priority.
2.64 The only pedestrian street in the shopping core is King
Street where a twice weekly market is held. Despite the
lack of traffic on non-market days the street is uninviting
and wind-swept .
2.65 The missing connections within the Town Centre to be
created or improved where possible are:
• Hilderthorpe Road to the Train Station/Station Square;
• Windsor Crescent to the site of the existing
Supermarket store;
• Primary Retail Circuit; and
• Town Hall to train station.
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Figure 2.6 Routes, Access and Streets

Cycling Links
2.66 The cycle network in Bridlington has been improved
through the Local Transport Plan. The improvements
have included opening up of the promenades for cycling,
additional cycle lanes and tracks and new promotion of
facilities.
2.67 The AAP proposes the additions to the cycling network
set out in AAP Policy BridTC7, including the cycling
routes alongside Gypsey Race within Burlington Parade.
Severance and the Negative Impact of Car Parking
2.68 The current location of Town Centre car parks uses
scarce town centre land inefficiently. They are unsightly
and create ‘severance’ where they interrupt the
townscape. On-street parking is allowed throughout
the Town Centre, except King Street. On-street parking
is unsightly, creates traffic congestion and dominates
the streetscape at the expense of pedestrian activity.

There are no restrictions on servicing or loading times
for commercial uses, which take place throughout the
shopping day and detract from the attractiveness as a
shopping area.
2.69 The Town Centre suffers from severance in the
following locations:
• Between the both sides of Quay Road, Prospect
Street and Manor Street, especially due to traffic in
Manor Street;
• across the two sides of Promenade (traffic);
• Bridge Street (traffic);
• the railway line separating the civic area from the
town centre;
• Town Centre Seafront by the visual, physical and
auditory obstruction of the Fun Fair; and
• Harbour severance from established core (visual
obstructions, landscape treatment, topography and
the limited arrangement of access routes).
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Figure 2.7 Parking in the Town Centre

Car Parking on the Harbour Top
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3.

• brings into beneficial use large areas of under-used and
ineffectively used land and property, the current condition
of which impacts negatively on the appeal of Bridlington
and consequently its prosperity;
• is located in the centre of the town, ensuring accessibility
by a range of transport (walking, cycling, bus, coach and
train as well as car), and is accessible from the whole of
Bridlington’s residential and business communities and
visitors;
• improves the linkages between the railway station and the
established shopping core and Harbour, and introduces a
new bus and railway interchange within the development;
• introduces the mix and scale of retail, leisure and
residential development needed to secure the long term
viability of the Town Centre and to ensure that local
needs for services can be met locally; and
• enhances and secures the long term future of the
Harbour, including the listed structures.

Sustainability: the Aims
and Requirements

Introduction
3.1

The National Planning Policy Framework defines Sustainable
Development as development which meets the needs
of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs and it refers to
the five guiding principles set out in the UK’s sustainable
development strategy ‘Securing the Future’:
•
•
•
•
•

Living within the planet’s environmental limits;
Ensuring a strong, healthy and just society;
Achieving a sustainable economy;
Promoting good governance, and
Using sound science responsibly.

Building Sustainability into Design
3.2

There are three dimensions to sustainable development that
the planning system must respond to:

3.4

The Council’s sustainability objectives for the AAP area are
set out principally in Policies BridTC11 and Brid TC3 for
major developments (i.e. residential developments of ten
or more dwellings or other development of 500 sq.m or
greater gross floor area). The guidance below draws on
these policies. Should the Council set district-wide policy that
sets environmental standards other than set by the AAP, the
Council’s new district-wide policies will supersede the AAP’s
provision and apply to the AAP area outside Burlington
Parade. For development within the ‘area for comprehensive
redevelopment’ designated by Proposed Policy BridTC3
‘Burlington Parade’, the standards set by this site specific
policy will continue to apply.

3.5

The minimum standards to be achieved by all new major
development within the AAP area are set out in Table 1.

•   economic
•   social
•   environmental.
Through the AAP policies and the AAP guidance the
council seeks to ensure that these dimensions are given full
consideration for future development in the AAP area.
3.3

As the AAP recognises, the development and enhancement
of the AAP area is sustainable, in that the proposed
investment:
• has, from the outset, involved Bridlington’s communities in
conceiving the projects and influencing their design;

Cycling on the Seafront
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Development Type

Standard

All AAP area
– Policy TC11

Burlington Parade area
– Policy TC3

Housing

Code for Sustainable Homes

Level 3

Level 3
Developers are encouraged
to meet the ‘Lifetime Homes’
standard for at least 10% of
homes in the AAP area.

Building for Life 12 (2012)

Minimum score 8/12 ‘green’
marks required and no more
than 1/12 ‘red’ marks.

Other

BREEAM

‘Very Good’

‘Very Good’

All

Energy - % total energy
required from renewable
sources

10% minimum from low
carbon/renewable sources and/
or a decentralised renewable
or low carbon energy supply.

30% of total energy needs
to be met from renewable
sources generated on site
where practicable, and subject
to financial viability of schemes.

Sustainable approach to waste
and water management.

SUDS.
Water recycling

Sustainable approach to waste
and water management.

Table 1. Environmental Sustainability Target Standards for Major Development
Note 1 The AAP (policy TC3.3b) requires a higher BREEAM or Code for Sustainable Homes rating (as appropriate) for the (major) development of sites in the
Burlington Parade area, owned, acquired or disposed of by the public sector, compared with the rest of the area.
Note 2 References to Building for Life in the AAP related to the 2008 standard which has been replaced by Building for Life 12 (in September 2012) for which the
assessment criteria and scoring are different. Developers are encouraged to meet the highest standard possible subject to site constraints. It is considered that
the target stated above is equivalent to the earlier ‘silver’ standard.
Note 3 See AAP 4.45 regarding the effects of the standards on scheme viability
Note 4 See paragraphs 3.9-3.17 regarding sustainability in the public realm.

3.6

The sustainability requirements are as set out in the
relevant Code for Sustainable Homes, BREEAM, and
Building for Life 12.

3.7

The Council requires developers, in considering the
environmental performance of their schemes, to take
particular account both of the effects of climate change
on the proposed development, and in turn the effects of
the development itself on climate change. The Council
requires developers, in designing their schemes, to:
• use landform, layout, building orientation and
landscaping to minimise energy consumption, including
avoiding solar gain in summer and maximising natural
ventilation to reduce the need for cooling, subject to
consideration of ambient air quality and noise;
• give careful consideration to the extent to which the
proposed massing of buildings, density and mix of
development helps to minimize energy consumption,
including avoiding solar gain in summer and maximising
natural ventilation to reduce the need for cooling,
subject to consideration of ambient air quality and noise;
• require the provision of public and private open
space as appropriate so that new development offers
accessible choice of shade and shelter; and
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• ensure that new development does not create adverse
local environmental conditions for people or undermine
biodiversity.
3.8

There is a general requirement in the AAP area for any
major development to draw at least 10% of its energy
requirement from low carbon/renewable sources and/
or a decentralised renewable or low carbon energy
supply. In the Burlington Parade area this requirement
is increased to a minimum of 30% of total energy needs
to be met from renewable sources generated on site
where practicable, and subject to financial viability of
schemes.

Green Roofs
3.9

Green roofs should be provided wherever practicable –
including:
• Suitable major developments;
• the unit shops which are to form the second retail
anchor on the site of the existing Supermarket store;
and
• outbuildings and decked car park structures with flat
roofs (where not used for parking).
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Sustainability in the Public Realm
The Gypsey Race
3.10 The Gypsey Race, a ‘winterbourne’ chalk stream, is
.

• ensuring no flow from storm drains into the Gypsey Race;
• seek to maintain access for migrating fish from the
sea to the water course including upstream from
Bridlington;
• managing water quality through appropriate vegetation
and filtering as necessary.
3.12 All public realm within the AAP area is required to
contribute to sustainability in the choices of planting so
that there is an emphasis on native species to encourage
biodiversity.
Streets

3.11 The sustainability requirements for the opening of the
Gypsey Race are:
• the redesign of the banks of the Gypsey Race to allow
for the colonisation of the banks by local vegetation
to support active communities of birds, insects and
wildlife;
• ensuring adequate flood protection measures;

3.13 Where the Strategic Public Realm requires street trees,
these should be species appropriate to an urban setting,
providing shelter, shade, habitat and an attractive feature.
Native species are preferred where possible.
Street Planters
3.14 Where the Strategic Public Realm calls for planters as
part of the street furniture, planting should be sustainable
where possible.

Indigenous Wildlife: Purple Sandpiper
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Rain Water Management
3.15 Wherever practicable, development schemes should
include rainwater management measures. In identified
flood zone areas this should include a requirement to
reduce volumes and flow rates leaving sites by 30%. The
use of SUDS (Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems) and
where possible, rainwater harvesting should be employed.
The Marina and Harbour
3.16 The Harbour, as a transition between the land and the
sea, may present habitat, roosting or other ecology issues
that will need to be resolved. Indeed a recent ecology
study recommended a specific mitigation of special flora.
An area of beach to the south of the southern listed pier
may have particular ecological interest.
3.17 The Harbour itself needs frequent dredging. The silt dredged
from the harbour is deposited on a specific off shore site
which avoids adverse effects on the designated areas around
and near Flamborough Head. Semi submerged constructions
in the Harbour may provide a habitat for shellfish, seaweeds
and algae. Sea Pearlwort has been observed growing on the
wall of the harbour access road from South Cliff Road. This is

Figure 3.1 Routes Access and Streets
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thought to be one of the most northerly recorded locations
for this plant. The rocks on the south side of the South Pier
are the regular feeding and roosting location of a colony of
Purple Sandpipers which will require additional mitigation in
relation to development in this area.
3.18 Before carrying out the works to create the Marina and
infill parts of the Harbour, the Council will undertake
further survey work necessary to establish the habitat
value of the affected areas so including a Habitats
Regulations Assessment and where appropriate,
mitigating action can be taken.
Changes to encourage walking and cycling
3.19 Local Transport Plan policies outline a hierarchy of
transport modes that prioritises certain modes over
others. This hierarchy is an important device for
encouraging walking and cycling.
3.20 Figure 3.1 illustrates the proposals for access and
movement within the AAP area. The hierarchy should be
observed in the development of access and movement
strategies, giving priority to pedestrians and cyclists
where indicated in Figures 3.1 and 3.4.

3. Sustainability: the Aims and Requirements

Figure 3.2 Connections In The Town Centre

Bridlington Harbour
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Figure 3.3 On-street Parking Restrictions and Service Hours Limits

On-street Parking Restrictions and Service Hours Limits
3.21 On-street parking is to be removed (except for disabled
drivers) from Quay Road, Prospect Street (part), Manor
Street and Bridge Street, both to improve the pedestrian
environment and local trading conditions, and to reduce
traffic congestion. The parking restrictions will be brought
into force once the Strategic Public Realm Framework
is implemented and adequate alternatives are in place.
All proposals will be subject to further consultation and
traffic regulation orders in-line with the AAP, paragraph
3.91 and Policy Brid TC7.

3.24 Both types of restriction are commonplace elsewhere
in the UK in town centres of Bridlington’s size and
importance.
3.25 These changes will make it feasible to implement
substantial improvements in the public realm in these
areas, including through the widening of footways and
the improvement of street-lighting, signage and street
furniture. The design of Chapel Street sets something of
a model to be built upon elsewhere, and future schemes
can apply the lessons learned from that investment.
Cycling

3.22 Figure 3.3 shows where the on-street parking is proposed
for removal.
3.23 The Council also proposes to restrict servicing hours
so that loading, unloading and servicing are undertaken
outside shopping hours. Again the proposal is designed to
improve the pedestrian environment, safety and comfort,
and in turn improve local trading conditions for businesses
on the benefiting streets.
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3.26 The East Riding Local Transport Plan aims to promote
economic investment as well as a safer more sustainable
transport system. Measures aim to increase the number
of cyclists and enable investment in the cycle network.
The Sustrans National Cycle Network passes through the
town, and the Way of the Roses Coast to Coast cycle
route terminates on the North Promenade. The AAP’s
proposals for new cycle links serving the Town Centre and
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linking key destinations and attractions with the Harbour
and Promenade will also contribute to efforts to achieve
this target.
3.27 Figure 3.4 shows the existing and proposed cycle ways
in the AAP area. The Gypsey Race Park includes new
provisions for cycling as well as walking, as do the
provisions for the stretch of the Primary Retail Circuit
that connects the new retail anchor on the west of
Springfield Avenue to the established shopping core
(along Quay Road/Prospect Street/Manor Street).
3.28 The exposed and re-aligned Gypsey Race will flow
eastwards to the Harbour; the footpath and cycleway
is proposed alongside the Gypsey Race from Station
Plaza to Bridge Street, providing an important traffic-free
pedestrian route from the Railway Station and its new
bus/coach interchange to the Harbour and proposed
Marina. It will also provide an attractive recreational route
for shoppers and office workers.
3.29 Cycle storage should be provided for key destinations
and attractions within the AAP, including the relocated
supermarket, the second retail anchor, the bus/
coach interchange, the Station Plaza, Harbour top
development and Marina.

3.30 Cycle parking facilities for development schemes could
contribute to meeting the relevant standards in the
Code for Sustainable Homes, Building for Life and
BREEAM.
Walking
3.31 Very substantial improvements throughout the Town
Centre are to be made to improve the pedestrian
environment and make walking more appealing,
more comfortable and safer. Virtually every aspect of
the Strategic Public Realm is designed to favour the
pedestrian, while also ensuring that car-borne travellers
and public transport users are able to access these
much-enhanced pedestrian environments.
3.32 The whole of the Gypsey Race Park is to be designed
to favour pedestrians and cyclists. Development along
its length, including for car park uses, is required to
be sited and laid out to overlook the Gypsey Race
to provide for natural surveillance as well as interest
along the whole of its length. Suitable low-level
lighting is also required to ensure that pedestrians feel
confident using this route during evening as well as
daylight hours.

Figure 3.4 Existing and Proposed Cycle Ways
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3.33 Street lighting should be set to ensure pedestrians feel
comfortable and safe throughout the Town Centre.
3.34 The pedestrian environment in Springfield Avenue is to
be enhanced to encourage easy connections between the
new concentration of retail uses on the site of the existing
Supermarket store and between this anchor and the Gypsey
Race Park.

the services, helping to encourage public transport use. The
interchange will provide for a number of bus bays to be
agreed with the operators for picking up and dropping off
passengers. The same facility may include drop off and pick
up provision for coaches including those provided for rail
service users.
3.37 Figure 3.5 shows the bus routing through the town centre
and the location of bus stops.

Public transport - rail, bus and coach
3.35 The design guidance covering the new Station Plaza is set
out in Section 7. The aim is to make the Railway Station a
better integrated facility for the Town Centre – with the aim
not just of giving the Town Centre a fitting gateway at the
Railway Station but of encouraging much greater use of the
Town Centre by those who have access to Bridlington via
the rail services.
3.36 The proposed bus interchange at Burlington Parade near
the Railway Station is sited to improve the integration of

Figure 3.5 Public Transport
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3.38 The aim is to ensure all parts of the Town Centre have good
access to bus services.
3.39 Coach services follow the same routing as the bus services.
Coach drop off points are proposed at South Cliff Gardens,
the Spa and The Promenade. All coach pick-up, drop-off
and layover facilities have to be booked at the Tourism
Information Centre, which gives the Council the opportunity
to manage services, ensuring the provision for coach pick-up
and drop-off is efficient for the Town Centre as a whole as
well as for coach operators and their customers.
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4.

General Design Guidance
for the Built Environment

4.6

• Urban structure – the framework of routes and
spaces that connect locally and more widely and the
way development, routes and open spaces relate to
one another;
• Urban grain – the pattern of street blocks, plots and
their buildings;
• Landscape – the character and appearance of land,
including shape, form, ecology, natural features,
colours and elements, and the way elements combine;
• Density and mix – the amount of development on
a given piece of land and the range of uses. Density
influences the intensity of development, and in
combination with the mix of use can affect a place’s
scale, vitality and viability;
• Scale in respect of height – the size of a building in
relation to its surroundings, or the size of parts of a
building or its details, particularly in relation to the
size of a person. Height determines the impact of
development on views, vistas and skyline;
• Scale in respect of massing – the combined effect of
the arrangement, volume and shape of a building or
group of buildings in relation to other buildings and
space;
• Appearance in respect of details – the craftsmanship,
building techniques, decoration, styles and lighting of a
building or structure; and
• Appearance in respect of materials – the texture,
colour, pattern and durability of materials and how
they are used.

Introduction
4.1

This section sets out the general design guidance for the
Bridlington AAP area.

4.2

Good design aims to achieve a range of objectives. The
principles that underpin the design guidance set out
here are founded on those in ‘By Design: Urban Design
in the Planning System towards a Better Practice’ – the
Government’s most comprehensive statement on urban
design issues within the planning process.

4.3

There is a requirement for Bridlington to conceive a
general design policy which:
• sets high standards;
• acknowledges the changing functions of areas and
therefore the changes of use affecting the character and
appeal of areas;
• acknowledges the importance of maintaining and
enhancing the established character of the different
parts of the town;
• sets out the criteria to be considered in making a design
decision on a planning application.

4.4

The AAP states that developers of major schemes in the
Town Centre must prepare a Development Statement in
which it should be stated how it meets the guidance laid
out in this document in accordance with policy Brid TC12.

The Design Objectives
4.5

Respecting Context
4.7

‘By Design’ sets a number of objectives for the form and
quality of urban development which the SPD interprets in
the context of Bridlington Town Centre:
• Character – enhance or create a place with its own
distinctive identity;
• Continuity and enclosure – create a clear and easily
understood distinction between public and private
spaces;
• Quality of the public realm – enhance and create
attractive, appropriate and successful outdoor areas and
spaces between buildings;
• Ease of movement - easy to get to, move around and
through the place;
• Legibility – the place should be easy to ‘read’ and
understand;
• Adaptability – the place should be able to change easily
in response to changes in the market, public will etc;
• Diversity - a place should have variety and choice; and
• Development form – the form of new development
should relate and respond to the existing character of
the place.

‘By Design’ supplements these objectives with
considerations for the form of development:

The AAP seeks a range and mix of town centre uses
and housing throughout the designated town centre .
The context for any site in the AAP area should have
regards to:
•
•
•
•

4.8

the adjoining buildings and their heritage;
land uses in the surrounding area;
the scale and massing of adjoining buildings; and
the general architectural form and use of materials in
the locality.

The Council acknowledges that Bridlington’s
built heritage is a valuable asset for the town’s
competitiveness. The AAP area was built up principally in
the 19th century, although there are a handful of signals
to earlier periods. The first charter for the Harbour was
granted in 1697, although ship building did not begin in
earnest until the end of the 18th century and most of the
structures built in that period have been lost – although
the Harbour’s listed north and south piers were not
completed until the mid-19th century; (the north pier
was constructed 1816-1843, with further strengthening
works in 1866; the south pier was constructed 18441848, with modifications to the slipway in 1859).
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4.9

Efforts are needed to protect this heritage where
it remains; to recover and protect it where it has
been lost; and where new buildings are needed, to
ensure that these are designed to take into account
the characteristics. For example plot widths, building
heights and massing, roof form, materials and details.
This is not to say that well-designed contemporary
buildings cannot contribute positively to character, but
instead that new buildings must be comfortable in their
context, leaving a valuable legacy of contemporary
architecture. Detailed character assessment for the
Bridlington Quay Conservation Area can be found in
the CACA.

Active Streets
4.10 Active streets are those streets and parts of streets
where uses have a relevance to the general public.

Figure 4.1 Active Frontages
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A variety of uses including shops, bars, restaurants,
cafes, museums, leisure and entertainment will be
located as first preference. The most active streets with
active frontages will be those that are best connected
to the wider town centre street network and will
therefore have the highest volume of passing footfall.
Figure 4.1 shows where active ground floor uses should
dominate the mix.
4.11 In Bridlington Town Centre the principal active streets
will be:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Queen Street;
King Street;
Chapel Street;
Cross Street;
Manor Street/Prospect Street/Quay Road; and
The Harbour waterfront.
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Christ Church

Local Landmarks and Tall Buildings
4.12 The legibility of the Town Centre AAP area is determined
by how easy it is to find one’s way around on a first visit
and how easy it is to hold an image in one’s mind. This is
a very important aspect in urban design quality. In some
new development there is a need for a pattern of local
landmarks at each street and space that is used to mark
street junctions and corners, entrances to large buildings
and special uses and the buildings that house them.
4.13 Such local landmarks can be marked by:
• architectural emphasis of street corners;
• architectural emphasis to main entrances, particular use
of materials and architectural detailing;
• changes to the roof lines and shapes of a
development; and
• special lighting schemes, shifts in building lines and
street frontages.
4.14 These landmarks, where they make a positive contribution
to character and legibility, should be respected by new
developments adjoining them, or otherwise affecting their
setting or vistas towards or from the landmark.

4.15 Figure 4.2 shows where new positive landmarks should
be considered:
• at the gateway to the Town Centre at the junction of
Station Avenue and Quay Road to the north of the
Town Hall, where a nondescript building (the Crown
Buildings), lacking the grandeur and presence of the
Town Hall, currently occupies this position;
• at the Harbour, ensuring its regeneration is signalled by
high quality new development;
• in the AAP new Town Centre at Bridge Street at the
corners with Hilderthorpe Road (the Brunswick Hotel
plays this function already at the corner of Bridge
Street with Manor Street);
• the gateway to the Town Centre at the Railway Station
and entrance to the Gypsey Race Park, including
corners of the buildings facing the new Station Plaza;
• the demarcation of the new Primary Retail Circuit at
its northern end (at the junction of Station Approach
and Quay Road);
• at the corner of Beck Hill and the Gypsey Race Park;
• the Town Centre Seafront at the conjunction between
Garrison Square and the Harbour’s north pier; and
• at Leisure World (a consideration to be taken into
account in designing the new building).
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4.16 Within the Town Centre AAP area, existing local
landmarks which are harmful to townscape, character
and image are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Boyes department store;
Queen Street public lavatories;
Lawrence Complex;
Boat repair shed;
Leisure World; and
Ebor House.

4.17 Although replacement structures (or landscape
features) are needed in every case, only in a few
locations should the new developments attempt to
repeat the landmark function. Development in and
overlooking the Harbour needs to be comprehensive
in master-planning terms. Any new landmark structures
should only be considered in the context of a masterplan.

Figure 4.2 Landmarks
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4.18 Modification of existing buildings, new and replacement
development on Chapel Street / King Street should be
sympathetic to this context. Landmark functions should
be played only by buildings in key positions as shown by
Figure 4.2.
Building Heights
4.19 Figure 4.3 shows the typical heights of buildings that will
be acceptable within the Burlington Parade and Marina
schemes.
4.20 The only tall buildings in Bridlington’s Town Centre are
the Ebor House and Christ Church. There is scope within
the AAP area for other tall buildings to accentuate places
of importance and to improve orientation. Both the
Station area and the Harbour are areas where this can
happen. Unlike the Ebor House all tall buildings must be
of exceptional architectural quality.
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Figure 4.3 Indicative Building Heights

Composition of Building Façades

Middle

4.21 There is harmony in the composition of building façades
in much of the Town Centre AAP area, and this
harmony should be retained in conversions and treated
sympathetically in the design of new buildings (while
avoiding pastiche). The general design principle used is
split into three parts: ground, middle and top. Figure 4.4
illustrates the principles.

4.23 The middle part of the façade sets the basic character
of the building. It is often a continuation of principles
introduced on the ground floor but with fewer
ornamental details. Typical for Bridlington are the
bay windows that often start at the ground floor.
Themes often used in the design of the middle section
of the façade are rhythm and vertical emphasis of
construction lines.

Ground
Top
4.22 The ground floor is where the structure meets the street.
The design of the façade is related to the street or public
space with the main entrance to the building and a window
looking out onto the street. Typical for Bridlington are the
richness in ornamental detailing in the ground floor design
with framed entrances and steps leading to the front door.
Often the gradient between public and private space is
defined by a small front garden or yard with a low front
wall. Ground floor facades should be inviting, designed
with durable materials like stone, brick or render and rich
in both ornamental detailing and character.

4.24 The top part of the façade forms the crown of the
building; it can be rich in ornamental detailing and
comes in many different forms. The roof eaves often
forms the main feature of the top part of the façade. It
has special masonry details and built out gutters.
4.25 The three parts of the façade should always form one
coherent design with consistent vertical emphasis and
repetition of materials.
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Typical Bridlington Nowadays

Modern interpretation of Bridlington

Figure 4.4 Composition of Building Facades

New Buildings
4.26 New buildings should respect the traditional composition
of existing buildings, but in a contemporary form and
reflect the different functions of the different storeys and
the context of composition. This is especially important
within the Conservation Area.
4.27 Buildings should have rich detailing and similar use
of material at ground floor as is typical of building
composition in Bridlington. New buildings should also
create a roof line and form that continues the variety
and the building composition of the street where it is
placed. The choice of building materials should also be
sympathetic, with materials that age well in the local
microclimate.
4.28 The composition of new buildings should respect
the harmony of the traditional building composition,
replicating or reinstating the composition which:
• puts principal entrances at the ground floor; and
• restores and repairs ground floors where the existing
exterior is unsympathetic (as is the case in many of the
shop fronts through the AAP area). It should respect
the function of the ground floor and mark important
features.
Conversion, Re-use and Change of Use of Existing
Buildings
4.29 Where buildings are to be adapted to new uses, recovery
and repair of lost character is imperative. The preference
will generally be for the restoration of the original
façade, including detailing at entrance and ground floor
fenestration and, if it is for a commercial use, signage
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should also be considered. The following guidance aims,
over time, to achieve a more coherent approach to facia
design and signage throughout the Town Centre.
Characteristic Materials
4.30 Materials currently used in Bridlington are mainly red and
yellow brick, stone and render in a variety of colours.
Roofs are laid in roof tiles, red and black or in slates. The
windows are traditionally wood or metal. Painted render,
stucco, and even brick is common for the waterfront
areas; the colours vary per plot and form a cheerful
palette of pastel tints. Brick predominates further inland
and on minor streets.
Sustainability Considerations
4.31 The set of typical materials described above has proven
to be resistant against the harsh maritime climate and
therefore provides a sustainable palette for the AAP
area.
Signage
4.32 The size, location, colour, design of a sign and the style
of lettering and logo, and the way it is illuminated can
influence the appearance of any premises and the
character of the building and street in which it is present.
This can have either positive or negative impact.
4.33 The general guidance should be followed in order to
ensure a reasonable level of design consistency and
avoid issues of adverse and inappropriate impact.
Advertising consent may be required for display of
certain signs and adherence to this guidance will not
remove this requirement.
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Number of Signs
4.34 As a general guide one facia sign and one hanging sign
suitably positioned should be acceptable. However, on
wider frontage buildings and those with corner plots this
should be extended to one per elevation where there
is a shop display window. Design of the signs should be
consistent with each other where there is more than one
sign per premises / building.
Size of Signs
4.35 The size of signs must be kept in proportion and scale to
the remainder of the building as well as the shopfront itself.
Facia boards and facia signs should generally be no greater
than one fifth/20% of the overall height of the shopfront
from average ground level to top of facia.
4.36 Hanging signs should be no greater than 0.75 sq.m in face
area for the signboard. Bracketry can be additional to this
area but must be proportionate and its style consistent
with the design of the building.
Lettering and Symbols
4.37 Lettering and graphics should be clearly legible and in
proportion to the size of the facia board, shopfront and
premises as a whole. The choice of colours should be
made to enhance the character of the building and area
itself, especially within the conservation area.
4.38 In the absence of a conventional facia, lettering may be
incorporated into display windows in which case this
should still be consistent with the design of any other signs
such as a hanging sign, as well as the design of the building
as a whole. Over-sized letters, especially in bright colours
and materials, should be avoided.
Corporate Identity
4.39 A standard design approach using standard corporate
logos may not be suitable for some buildings where it
conflicts with the building design or the character of the
area. In those circumstances it would be expected that
companies would adapt their standard graphics accordingly.
Facia Signs
4.40 The traditional type of sign over the shop window usually
with a painted timber background and hand painted or
raised lettering. As a rule signage and lettering should be
contained within the area of the facia and not project
above or below, or cause the facia to be increased in size
out of proportion to its neighbours.

be traditional or modern in style and both the sign and
brackets must relate well in design and proportion to
the features and detailing of the building and shopfront
that they are part of.
4.42 The bottom of the sign must be at least 2.5m above
the pavement and its outer edge no further than 1m
from the front wall of the building and at least 1m away
from the kerb or other feature restricting vehicles from
the frontage of the building. Where no restriction on
vehicle access is present, the clearance to the underside
should be no less than 5.4m.
Box Signs
4.43 Surface mounted box signs attached to a facia will not
be acceptable. If box signs are to be used they must be
recessed behind the shopfront and facia and lettering
and symbols should not project from the face of the
sign more than approximately 20mm.
Individual letters
4.44 Well designed individual lettering may be applied
either to facia boards or directly to wall surfaces where
appropriate.
Materials
4.45 Materials must be appropriate to their location, the
rest of the shopfront, building premises and area.
Highly reflective finishes should be avoided. Plastics
materials are often most effective when matt or low
sheen, which can be helpful in maintaining legibility and
appearance.
Sign Lighting
4.46 In general apart from internally illuminated letters
or ‘halo’ lighting of letters on an unlit background
most illuminated signs will require an application for
advertisement consent. Within the Bridlington Quay
Conservation Area or on a listed building, any form of
illuminated sign will require Advertisement Consent.
4.47 The most appropriate method, type and design of
lighting will be dependent on the location, the sign itself
and the premises.
4.48 As a general guide recommended levels of surface
luminance should not exceed 700cd/m2 in the town
centre or 350 cd/m2 close to residential areas.

Hanging or Projecting Signs
4.41 Normally used to identify premises from a distant position
within the street and projecting over the street. They can
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Urban Realm

Place
“Strong Identity.”

Urban Realm

Public Art
“Integrated as a key element of
contemporary public realm schemes.”
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Urban Realm

Enclosure
“Adding to the sense of space.”

Urban Realm

Paving
“Rich variety of unit paving. Subdued
hues with contrasting paving are more
successful in Street-scene.”
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Urban Realm

Parking
“Surface parking disrupts the
street scene”

Urban Realm

Signage
“Good ‘heritage’ examples hard find.
Information pillars out of plane.”
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Urban Realm

Lighting
“Low key modern approach to
general amenity lighting.”

Urban Realm

Street
Furniture
“Robust quality, old and new.”
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Urban Realm

Urban
Trees
“Use of tree to animate open
space. Preference for hardy
indigenous species.”

Urban Realm

Special
Objects
“Historic artefacts and modern
objectives provide focus and interest.”
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Architecture

Composition
“Groups of buildings show ‘vertical’
emphasis even in long terraces.”

Architecture

Contrasting
Scale
“Late 20th Centenary buildings have
frequently been too dominant in the
street scene and out of character.”
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Architecture

Roofscape
“Variety of heights, forms
(predominantly pitched)
and materials.”

Architecture

Entrances
“Appropriate architectural
emphasis of entrances.”
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Architecture

Detail and
Ornament
“Varied architectural details
appropriate to age of building.”

Architecture

Materials
and Colour
“Traditional materials and
colour palette.”
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Architecture

Shopfronts
“Keep traditional properties and
materials in traditional buildings,
or modern materials in a modern
building.”

Architecture

Windows
“Typical range of Bridlington
window styles.”
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Manor Street
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5. Strategic Public Realm

5.

Strategic Public Realm

Introduction
5.1

The proposals for the Strategic Public Realm are set
out in Policy BridTC5 of the AAP. The Strategic Public
Realm plays a critical role in the regeneration strategy
for the Town Centre, both in creating the quality of
environment needed to support a more competitive
and appealing place, and in providing new public
spaces, routes and walks needed to accommodate the
additional activity that will be generated by the delivery
of the AAP’s proposals.

• the Primary Retail Circuit, along a widened pavement
on Quay Road/ Prospect Street/Manor Street to King
St, Chapel Street and the Promenade Centre;
• Cenotaph Gardens;
• the new Town Square at Bridge Street/Queen
Street, with enhanced pedestrian entrances into the
Harbour area;
• the Town Centre Seafront, taking in Prince Street and
Cliff Road, the northern Harbour perimeter, Garrison
Square and the Esplanade up to Leisure World.
The Design Objectives of the Public Realm in the
AAP area
5.3 Well-designed public realm in the AAP area should:

5.2 This section provides guidance on the public realm
design generally in the Town Centre and detailed design
guidance for each of the elements that makes up the
Strategic Public Realm. These elements are, as illustrated
in Figure 5.1.
• Station Plaza, which forms the new gateway to the
Town Centre;
• Gypsey Race Park and spine, from the new
supermarket site through to the Harbour, with the
walks and cycle routes along its length;

Figure 5.1 Public Realm
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• be coherent in design concept;
• be contemporary in design approach, but with
references to Bridlington’s history;
• be consistent with the distinctive character of the
places it supports, complementing and respecting the
architecture around it;
• treat cars as ‘guests’ – people, not cars, are the
principal user of public spaces;
• provide visual clues to support and enable the uses
which the spaces are designed to accommodate;
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• be visually appealing, helping to reveal and celebrate
the special features in the vicinity of the spaces;
• assist the legibility of the AAP area, providing visual
clues to connections with other parts of the AAP
area, enabling views, celebrating vistas and so on;
• be accessible, comfortable and convenient;
• provide for shelter, seating and cycle storage and, in
the Town Centre and Town Centre Seafront enough
public lavatories; and
• provide for landscaping that reinforces the purposes
of the space, supports the uses and meet the
environmental sustainability standards sought by the
AAP and elaborated on in Section 3.

5.5

Table 2 shows the hierarchy of materials for the public
realm.

5.6

There is a general recognition that all streets in the
town centre should become more pedestrian friendly
to enhance their attractiveness to shoppers and visitors
and encourage more footfall to the benefit of the existing
retail core as well as new development. The paving
colours used should be sympathetic to traditional paving
materials and avoid the more garish colours previously
used in, for example, King Street.

5.7

Street furniture design and installation should follow a
similar hierarchy to reinforce the integrity of public realm
elements. This should not preclude the addition of specific
elements of street furniture in key strategic locations that
may be commissioned as pieces of public art.

Formal tree planting is almost absent in the Town
Centre itself, and therefore the provision of green space
and a tree planting scheme are integral parts of the
Strategic Public Realm in selected areas, such as Station
Plaza and the Gypsey Race corridor.
General approach for Materials and Street Furniture
5.4

The general approach to highway and public realm
paving materials through the AAP area will be a
hierarchical one, based on the importance of public
spaces subject to the engineering and functional needs
of the area or route under consideration. Broadly three
levels of material and street furniture palette will be
defined and allocated according to location and function
and secured from sustainable sources where practicable.
Where areas meet or cross the presumption will be that
the materials will be defined as the higher specified area,
subject to functional needs.

Quality public realm (Pembroke Gardens)

Level

Typical Area/Zone

Materials

1

Harbour Environs
Town Square (Queen Street/Bridge Street)
Manor Street (part)
Station Square

Palette of high quality natural materials from the following:
Granite setts/small unit pavings;
Stone paving slabs (Yorkstone or granite);
Stone kerbs and channels.
(Highway/service areas subject to heavy vehicle turning
manoeuvres may require reinforced concrete or
tarmacadam surfaces).

(Typically similar to South Marine Drive around the Spa)
2

Primary Retail Circuit (PRC)
Gypsey Race Valley
Burlington Pavement
(Typically similar to Chapel Street on the Primary Retail Circuit)

3

Town Centre Seafront
Other town centre areas

Palette of high quality reconstituted / conservation grade
materials.
Artificial stone setts / small-unit pavings.
Concrete/ brick unit pavings,
Quality concrete paving slabs.
Conservation grade kerbs and channels.
(Highway/service areas subject to heavy vehicle turning
manoeuvres may require reinforced concrete or
tarmacadam surfaces).
Palette of robust materials including:
Tarmac/ Concrete highway surfacing;
Good quality concrete/brick small unit pavings/setts;

Table 2. Public Realm Materials Hierarchy
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5.12 Any public art should be robust in its design and
construction, with maintenance considerations factored
into the design.
5.13 Public art will be concentrated in Burlington Parade; art
in the rest of the town centre may also be considered. A
particular focus will be the Gypsey Race Park where there
is an opportunity to develop the corridor as a themed park.
Public art should be used to emphasize and add legibility to
the urban design, creating visual interest to vistas and views
or highlighting the importance of significant public spaces.
General approach for Planting and soft landscaping

Public Art: Transitions, Pembroke Gardens By Kirsty Brooks

General approach for Public Art
5.8 Public art has the potential to help create a distinctive
character in Bridlington Town Centre, creating a sense
of place and fostering community pride. The Council
considers public art to mean:
A unique work of art commissioned for a specific site
which is used by or accessible to the public.
5.9

It can be temporary (e.g. articulating a development
vision) or a permanent part of a public realm scheme.
Public art can take many forms including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sculpture;
Performance;
Auditory;
Relief;
Be purely decorative; or
Expressed as part of functional street furniture
(e.g. a sculptured bench).

5.10 Public art should be designed as a part of the public
realm, rather than added to the streetscape at a later
date. A public art statement could be included with a
development statement in accordance with BridTC12.
This approach has been successful in the Spa Gardens
project where a creative approach facilitated a high
quality and inspiring design.
5.11 Where appropriate there should be a participative
element allowing artists to engage with local people.
Community based initiatives involving art and artists will
be supported and encouraged and will be integral to
regeneration programmes.
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5.14 The existing town centre is largely a ‘hard’ urban landscape
and the softening effect of street planting has been limited
in location and effect. The existing seafront parks are
valuable green oases in the townscape to be retained
and elevated in importance. With some exceptions, trees
are not prominent in the town centre streets and this
can be remedied with the selection of suitable species
and the design of space to accommodate them in the
redevelopment areas. Street planters have been used for
seasonal planting in the town centre and there are isolated
areas of shrub beds used to soften otherwise unattractive
structures (e.g. within Beck Hill).
5.15 The approach to planting in the public realm will be
to concentrate tree planting along the strategic spine
of Gypsey Race corridor, within Station Plaza and to
supplement street trees along major access routes where
possible. The introduction of planters in the town centre
should be integrated with the urban landscape and planted
with sustainable indigenous species appropriate to their
location and to provide a diverse habitat.
General approach for Biodiversity
5.16 The Council recognises the importance of protecting
and enhancing biodiversity and encourages developers
to design and implement measures that will, where
appropriate, enrich the natural environment within new
developments in Bridlington town centre.
5.17 A Phase 1 habitat survey and species specific studies
carried out on behalf of the Council in 2011 showed that
the greatest potential for wildlife is the corridor along the
Gypsey Race and the areas around the sea front, especially
the harbour. Coastal developments will also need to take
into account the impact on the marine environment and
Bempton Cliffs, an internationally recognised important site
for sea birds.
5.18 Bats are European Protected Species and prevalent in
Bridlington town centre . Large roosts were identified in
properties adjacent to Hilderthorpe Road with smaller
roosts located in structures over the Gypsey Race . The
Gypsey Race was also identified as a significant foraging
ground . Developers will be expected to carry
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5.19 The nesting opportunities for birds should be enhanced
where appropriate with nest boxes used to target specific
species such as house sparrows and starlings. Other
nesting and roosting opportunities will be encouraged in
new builds such as kingfisher boxes in riparian locations.
5.20 Woodland should be focused in the Gypsey Race Park
area with satellite coppices along the upstream course of
the Gypsey Race providing a wildlife corridor from the
urban area to the open countryside. Both larger trees,
with open structures, and shrubs should be incorporated
into planting schemes to provide high quality habitats.
5.21 Although the ecology surveys found that the Gypsey
Race is currently species poor, it did recognise the water
course has potential and opportunities to conserve and
enhance the natural environment will be encouraged.
Developments adjacent to the Gypsey Race will require
a design scheme detailing how the ecology value will be
protected and enhanced. Where appropriate, landscaping
schemes should allow for some more natural vegetation
of the banks with mowing restricted to once a year to
enhance botanical interest. Trees over-hanging the Gypsey
Race should be minimised to allow sufficient light levels
and reduce obstructions.
5.22 Any re-profiling of banks should avoid further canalisation
of the water course or new culverts. Where possible
a variation of depth, shelves and riffles should be
introduced. Opportunities to enhance the potential for
fish migration should be explored.
5.23 Chapter 7 of the Phase 1 report provides guidance for
developing detailed site schemes and is available on
request from the Council. Further advice on site specific
information can be supplied by the Council’s Biodiversity
and Planning Officers.

5.25 It is essential that the listed station building is ‘held’
by the Plaza and by the building frontages needed on
each side of the Plaza. The station building is a valuable
legacy of Bridlington’s history, and it is critical that
the Plaza provides a setting that shows this asset to
advantage.
5.26 The Plaza will be created by moving the station’s
parking to new parking for Network Rail adjacent to
the station building and public parking alongside Station
Approach. The drop-off and pick-up provisions and
the taxi rank will be accommodated within the new
Plaza. The buses and coach drop off point on Station
Approach will provide a shelter integrated in the side
façade of second anchor’s retail units. A key aim is to
encourage more people to use bus and rail services by
providing facilities and an environment that will make
them easier and more inviting to use.
5.27 The design treatment requires the Plaza space to be
defined by active building frontages on all its sides: the
listed station building already has an active front use
with the Station Buffet. The Buffet will be encouraged
to take advantage of the added benefit of the Plaza.
The relocated supermarket should have a development
edge along the south side of the Plaza and provide both
for access into the supermarket from the Plaza, new
kiosks and other shop fronts (e.g. café use) along the
Plaza boundary to add visual interest and help animate
the space with the new second retail anchor also having
an active frontage onto and a primary entrance from
the Plaza. A suitably active use for the former railway
buildings should be encouraged.
5.28 The Plaza will have a strong connection to the improved
pedestrian and cycle link to Hilderthorpe Road. The
surface will be shared for station access deliveries and
rail track parking.
5.29 The design concept for the Station Plaza is an active
urban square with planted areas framed in seating
edges; the Station Buffet can have a terrace outside. As
the Station Plaza is a large space, the opportunity must
be taken to do something special in keeping with the
importance of its gateway role and listed building status.

Station Plaza
5.24 The Station Plaza will become a new gateway into the
Town Centre, providing a new means of orientating
visitors to Bridlington. It will unite and provide access
to four key Town Centre ‘connections’: the bus-coach
interchange along Station Approach; the new link between
Quay Road and Hilderthorpe Road via Station Approach;
the entrance into the new Gypsey Race Park to the
immediate south of the new second retail anchor; and the
entrance to the new Primary Retail Circuit via the new
anchor, and through it to the established shopping core.

Figure 5.2 Station Plaza – (Illustrative)
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Gypsey Race Park
5.30 The Gypsey Race Park is one of the key centrepieces of the
physical strategy for improving the competitiveness of the
Town Centre. The success of the design treatment of the
Park is critical to its ability to perform the several functions
set for it by the AAP.
5.31 The Gypsey Race provides a calm side to the Town Centre,
and the design approach therefore needs to develop the
ideas of enclosure, secrets and surprises, arboreal and
greenery, with the feature of water running and cascading
through the Park. The design scheme must distinctive to
the Park, giving it a coherent identity across the whole of
its length that is specific to itself, creates a clear sense of
place that brings its very special character to life.
5.32 A pedestrian spine is essential, running as far as possible
along both sides of the Gypsey Race. A cycle lane is also
essential, along at least one side along the length of the
Park in the area between Springfield Avenue and Bridge
Street. This same section must contain footbridges across
the Race, designed as a family, with accessible ramps.
The park’s furniture, bins and lighting must be the same
design along the whole of its length, and the lighting
design must provide one of the key unifying features with
the lighting on columns . A children’s play area must be

Figure 5.3 Gypsey Race Park (Illustrative)
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included in the Park plus other informal play elements if
opportunities exist.
5.33 The Gypsey Race and slopes must have a ‘natural feel’ with
trees, grass and pathways forming the Gypsey Race Park.
Park benches and the seating edge will face away from the
Park, using the topography. The seating edge should be a
robust construction.
5.34 In limited parts there will be opportunities for some
animation of the spaces from the perimeter uses like
cafés and restaurants with their own outdoor spaces. The
‘pedestrian street’ will have limited access for servicing and
residential access to the parking. An integral part of the
Gypsey Race Valley Park will be the opening of Gypsey
Race itself.
5.35 The start of the linear Park is the western end of the
Coach Park site where the Gypsey Race should provide
the water feature for a small ‘pocket park’, providing the
possibility of an opportunity to function as a grey water
recycling point for the supermarket development if feasible.
• Subject to viability, the Gypsey Race is then to be
opened as a rivulet in a landscaped edge, with paved
access to the side (so people can walk beside it) along
the length of the supermarket site on to Springfield
Avenue. The design treatment should allow for the
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uses to overlook this part of the Gypsey Race, helping
to animate it and the public realm should encourage
people to walk through the area;
• The Gypsey Race will then run under Springfield
Avenue and into the main section of the Park where the
Gypsey Race is the Park’s centrepiece; and
• Within the valley, the Gypsey Race flows under Beck
Hill (the road will bridge over the Gypsey Race) and
continues under Bridge Street into the Harbour.
5.36 Within the valley itself (between Springfield Avenue and
Bridge Street), the key elements of the park are largely
already there. Landscaping is required to maximise its
potential, including grassed areas to sit and picnic, a
children’s play area, seasonal planting and so on, as well as
the public walkways, cycle lane and little bridges over the
Gypsey Race.
5.37 It is also essential (and is a policy requirement in AAP
Policy BridTC3) that the Park is overlooked along the
whole of its length, and is well-lit. At Beck Hill pedestrians
and cyclists will have to walk under the bridge and the
spaces under the bridge must be attractive, lit and
overlooked from the bridges, as well as from the Race.
5.38 Where the Gypsey Race flows into the Harbour, there
is an opportunity to introduce public art in the form of a
more elaborate water feature.

The Primary Retail Circuit (PRC)
5.39 The new Primary Retail Circuit (see AAP Policies Map)
has two principal functions which the design treatment
needs to reinforce and bring to life:
i) it connects the Established Shopping Core to the new
concentration of unit comparison goods shops within
Burlington Parade, and
ii) it creates a coherent, well-defined, shopping core –
connecting the new to the old to create a single, larger
core - that fully supports the purposes of the shopping
core throughout it. The purposes of the shopping core
are:
• to provide for the main concentration of high value
comparison goods retailing within the Town Centre;
• a fully accessible, safe and comfortable place to shop
and feel part of, and enjoy, local community life;
• an inviting place to relax out of doors in the bustle of
the Town Centre and between visiting shops;
• to provide a trading environment for Bridlington’s retail
and related businesses that will encourage shoppers
and other visitors to visit often and to stay longer because it is appealing, enjoyable, easy to access and
use, and the connections between the different parts
of the core invite movement between them.
Burlington Pavement (Quay Road / Prospect Street /
Manor Street)
5.40 The pavements will be widened on both sides of Quay
Road, Prospect Street and Manor Street from Springfield
Avenue to the junction of Manor Street and King Street.
The widening is needed to create more space for
pedestrians, and to create an area for street trees, street
furniture and lighting. The removal of the parking makes
the widening practicable, and the widened pavement
signals to road users the pedestrian importance of this part
of the Primary Retail Circuit.

Current Situation: Gypsey Race at Palace Car Park

Figure 5.4 Gypsey Race Valley Looking South (Illustrative)

5.41 The design treatment of the widened pavement needs
to distinguish the different function of the Primary Core
(different from, for example, the Esplanade on the Town
Centre Seafront). The pavement materials should be good
quality (see Table 2). Street trees should be planted along
Burlington Pavement near to the kerb with tree grills in a
Bridlington-specific design. In the rest of the area specially
designed planters, distinct to the shopping core area,
should be sited to keep the walking spaces clear. Street
furniture should also be carefully placed between the street
trees so as not to obstruct movement of pedestrians.
Litter bins, like the rest of the street furniture, should
be designed as part of a unified scheme that is specific
to the shopping core. This unity and distinctiveness is a
critical aspect of defining the shopping core, and critically
reinforcing the connectivity between the established
and the new, helping to ensure the established core also
benefits from the new developments at Burlington Parade.
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Cenotaph Square
5.42 Cenotaph Square is created by ‘closing’ the section
of Wellington Road that divides the Cenotaph from
Christ Church (restricting the use of the road to give
pedestrians priority). Cars will still be able to move
across the square principally to allow access to the rear
of Wellington Road properties.
5.43 The surface materials, planting treatment and street
furniture should continue the scheme for the Primary
Retail Circuit, but within the space emphasise the
importance of the Cenotaph monument and Christ
Church.
5.44 There is scope too for bigger lighting statements within
the new square, again befitting the importance of the
church and monument.
Cenotaph Square

Shopping Core
5.45 The design treatment of the public realm in the shopping
core therefore needs to be:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Figure 5.5a Manor Street from King Street (Existing)

aspirational;
safe and accessible;
planted with trees;
furnished with benches;
well lit;
free from clutter;
free from railings and fences;
paved in high quality materials;
equipped with generous, safe pavements;
clean; and
in general, free from vehicle parking during the day.

5.46 The connecting route between the old and the new
parts of the shopping core – along the Quay Road and
Prospect Street sections of the Primary Retail Circuit –
requires the pavement to be widened on the western
side. Quay Road and Prospect Street, like Chapel Street
that they connect with, are vehicle streets, but the
treatment needs to slow the traffic and respect the
pedestrian.
5.47 Along the Manor Street section of the Primary Retail
Circuit, and into the eastern end of Bridge Street –
where Bridge Street connects to Queen Street – the
road surface needs to become ‘shared’ between
pedestrians and vehicles.
5.48 The Council proposes to restrict vehicle access through
Manor Street and Bridge Street during shopping hours,
and the treatment of the shared surface will need to
provide visible and tactile evidence of the priority given
to pedestrians.

Figure 5.5b Manor Street from King Street (Illustrative)
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5.49 As elsewhere in the shopping core, servicing, delivery
and loading will be prohibited during shopping hours.

5. Strategic Public Realm

Queen Street and King Street will remain pedestrianised.
The Primary Retail Circuit links the three ‘new’ public
spaces in the extended shopping core: the Station Plaza
at the northern extent of the Primary Retail Circuit;
Cenotaph Square, to be created next to Christ Church,
mid-way along the circuit’s length; and the new Town
Square at Bridge Street/Queen Street.
Harbour & Environs
5.50 The public realm around the harbour should reflect its
heritage importance and status with the Bridlington
Quay Conservation Area and the fact that both North
and South piers are individually designated as Grade
II listed buildings. The heritage asset designations
are comparatively recent and development in the
vicinity that has been carried out prior to designation
has not had to take account of those designations
and in many cases has been unsympathetic to the
heritage importance and character of the piers, the
harbour and the conservation area. It is important
that earlier unsympathetic development is now not
seen as a precedent for the acceptability of similar
new development proposals. Repairs to the historic
structures and paving in the harbour environs should
be carried out in traditional materials. Street furniture
should reflect the original character of the 19th century
harbour. Artefacts and equipment associated with
the harbour should be preserved and restored where
possible as part of the heritage asset adding to the
character and attractiveness of the harbour, unless to
do so would compromise the operation of the working
harbour or have adverse safety impacts. More detail
on the harbour is available in the Conservation Area
Character Assessment appended to the SPD.

Figure 5.6a Quay Road / Prospect Street Looking Towards Christ Church (Existing)

The Town Square
5.51 Queen Street is to become a new Town Square, the
principal space in and heart of the Town Centre, and the
focus for the Town Centre’s community life.

Figure 5.6b Quay Road / Prospect Street Looking Towards Christ Church (Illustrative)

5.52 Currently the long space at Queen Street is cluttered
with parking, public toilets and pedestrian railings. Queen
Street also contains the majority of the town centre’s
listed buildings which should add hugely to the Town
Centre’s appeal, but their value is diminished by their
cluttered setting and in some cases both by the poor
condition of the buildings themselves and the quality and
condition of neighbouring properties.
5.53 By removing the public toilet, taking Queen Street out
of the main vehicle circulation in the town and removing
surface parking, the space will be cleared. The space
can then be transformed into a proper Town Square
to provide both a setting for the listed buildings and
an inducement to new development that is of a quality
befitting the space. The space can then be used for
events, occasional specialist markets and festivals, as well

Figure 5.7 The New Town Square in Queen Street/Bridge Street (Illustrative)
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as simply relaxing. The library should be encouraged to
spill its activities from time to time into the new square,
and should opportunities arise for new civic buildings in
the Town Centre, the square should be considered as
a location. The programming of the square will become
an important aspect of the management of the Town
Centre, with potential to link to Spa Gardens events.
5.54 The Town Square also provides one of the key means of
better integrating the Harbour physically into the core
of the Town Centre. The design treatment must allow
the new Town Square to:
• connect into the Harbour’s northern perimeter from
Queen Street, with enhanced design treatments to
preserve and enhance the historic links; and
• connect with the Gypsey Race and Harbour from the
Bridge Street end.
5.55 The creation of the new Town Square requires both
improvements in the condition of the building façades,
and in some cases improvements in the architectural
treatment of the buildings.
5.56 The Town Square requires a hard surface. A palette of
high quality materials is required to reflect the status
and function of the space (See Table 2). Planting is
required to provide shelter and a warm atmosphere,
and should be large trees with the Bridlington-specific
tree grills required throughout in the Strategic Public
Realm.
5.57 Like each of the other discrete elements of the Strategic
Public Realm, the important new Town Square should
include distinctive and specially designed furniture –
benches, bins, lighting and planters.

5.61 The character of the Esplanade is defined by its
maritime nature. It is robust and exposed with
wide views. It varies with the weather and seasonal
conditions. The lighting should be continuous along the
whole of the Esplanade. It should reflect on the water,
form a spectacular feature in its own right and fulfil a
role of ‘lighting as art’ as well as something to enjoy year
round.
5.62 The street furniture, as for the other parts of the Town
Centre, should be distinctive to the Town Centre
Seafront. Paving needs to be continuous across the
whole of the Esplanade in a materials palette that
reflects the robust, maritime character of the area
(see Table 2). Level changes need to be managed and
retaining walls, ramps and stairs will all follow the same
design vocabulary.
5.63 Lighting should be designed into the walls and railings.
There should be no planting along the foreshore except
for the gardens (e.g., Crescent Gardens) which sit back
from the Esplanade, where planting should be kept to
ground level.
Management of the Strategic Public Realm
5 .64 The successful implementation of the Strategic Public
Realm will require a well thought-out sustainable
management and maintenance strategy. The quality
of the new public realm needs to be compatible with
available maintenance budgets and materials. The
management of the public realm largely determines its
success; any complaints or lack of cleanliness should be
dealt with immediately.

5.58 Bridge Street will be redesigned to form a link to the
new Gypsey Race Park and the Harbour area.
The Town Centre Seafront
5.59 The Esplanade, Harbour and Marina form part of the
Town Centre. The new landscape scheme needs to
bring this area within the Town Centre, and in design
concept provide the needed clues that this area is a year
round feature of the Town Centre. The design concepts,
however, need to be particular to the Seafront,
differentiated and distinct from the shopping core,
reinforcing the different functions of these parts of the
Town Centre.
5.60 The Esplanade will be mainly for walking, cycling and
pedestrian circulation with small stations for sitting
when weather permits. There should, however, be no
particular efforts to provide shelter from the weather;
instead, people need to be encouraged to find this
shelter within the core of the Town Centre and in the
cafés, and other leisure outlets along the Seafront.
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Floral Pavilion

6. Burlington Parade

6.

incorporating the Gypsey Race as a key feature. This
is strongly related to the topography of the site and
to existing uses. It also provides potential for a new
lifestyle offer and small business location, with a mix of
residential, retail and leisure uses.

Burlington Parade

Introduction
6.1

This section of the SPD sets out the design guidance for
Burlington Parade, and needs to be considered alongside
the guidance on the Strategic Public Realm for Station
Plaza, the Primary Retail Circuit and Gypsey Race Park.

Station Plaza
6.3

The centrepiece of the new gateway is the Station Plaza
around which is grouped an assembly of new uses to
meet the pressing need for modern retail services and
new housing choices. The Plaza is to provide a suitable
setting both for the charming, listed, Edwardian station
building and to introduce the modem development.

6.4

The nature of the development is necessarily of a large
scale. A key aim is to attract the kind of retailers and
trading formats that fill gaps in the town’s offer. However
if the large scale buildings are to succeed in design
terms, they will need to be moderated by architectural
down-scaling that will ensure a fit setting for the listed
station building. Large-scale horizontal façades need a
vertical sub-division along which materials and detailing
are required to bring the scale and grain down to the
established urban form and surrounding developments.

6.5

The challenges involved in achieving this down-scaling and
creating the suitable character references are substantial,
but must be met if the Burlington Parade scheme to

The Redevelopment Areas
6.2

There are two distinct areas within the Burlington Parade
scheme.
i) The area to the west of Springfield Avenue which
contains the relocated supermarket, Station Plaza and
the concentration of unit shops that will form the Town
Centre’s second retail anchor, together with the small
office scheme in that block. The Station Plaza both
provides a gateway into the Town Centre and the focus
for the new retail schemes. These buildings in turn, with
the listed station building, define the edges of the Plaza.
ii) Gypsey Race valley and the developments along
Hilderthorpe Road, Prospect Street and within the
Park area itself. The former back-land is transformed
into a new community, destination and public park
for Bridlington by the creation of the urban park and

Figure 6.1 Burlington Parade
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achieve the objectives set for it. The urban design
objectives for this part of Burlington Parade are:
• development with active edges at ground level,
suitable massing and architectural detailing onto
Station Plaza, to hold the space and provide a fit
setting for the listed station building;
• high quality materials to mark the importance of this
new ‘Gateway’ into the Town Centre;
• massing and architectural detail consistent with an
extension to the Town Centre commercial area and,
for the second retail anchor, its Primary Shopping
Area;
• high volume parking hidden from the main public
spaces;
• service yards screened from the street and public
spaces; and
• variety in roof line or building form to respond to
established built form.
6.6 The supermarket site is to accommodate parking for
up to 600 vehicles in a configuration that suits the
commercial criteria of the operator and satisfies the
design objectives and principles set out here.
Public Space
6.7

Station Plaza is to form a new high quality gateway into
the Town Centre. It contains a small scale, listed, railway
station of great charm. The Plaza will need to be laid
out to provide a principle gateway to the Town Centre,
as well as a functional relationship to the station,
relocated supermarket, the new retail development and
the Primary Retail Circuit.

6.8 The Plaza will also contain the rail services, the pick- up
and drop off points and taxi rank, the parking along
the southern side of the station and access to the rail
parking and bus-rail interchange and coach drop off
along Station Approach. The Primary Retail Circuit
begins from the entrance to the new unit shop retail
anchor at Station Plaza, and continues through it to
Quay Road in an open pedestrian street that is to be
capable of being kept open after shopping hours for
window-shopping, browsing and the like.
Physical Connections
6.9

Vehicle access to the supermarket site is to be from
Hilderthorpe Road between Savage Road and Hamilton
Road, both for the public and for service vehicles.
Shoppers will access from the supermarket car park, as
well as from an entrance onto Station Plaza.

6.10 Access to the Station Plaza for railway users will be from
Station Approach.
6.11 Access to the multi-storey car park will be constructed
as part of the second retail anchor. Service access for
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the second retail anchor will be, for the northern block,
from Station Approach via a discrete service road
between the bus interchange and the development
blocks; and for the southern block via a service route to
the rear, accessible from Springfield Ave.
6.12 The second retail anchor use will provide a public car
park for about 360 spaces, clad by suitable materials
for the Town Centre setting, with a preference for the
cladding of the car park by residential or small office
uses.
The retail buildings around the station Plaza
6.13 The massing and scale of the buildings around Station
Plaza need to respect the setting, scale and architecture
of the listed station. The design guidance for the
buildings and their facades onto the Station Plaza area
is as follows. The level of detail of the requirements
is needed to ensure that the introduction of the new
large scale buildings provides both a fit setting for the
listed station building and harmonise with the rest of
the Town Centre. Burlington Parade is an ambitious
development for Bridlington, and will only succeed if the
buildings are well-designed and sit comfortably within
the particular character of the Town Centre. There
are, now, very good examples of commercially efficient
retail buildings which also respect the character of their
settings; Bridlington deserves and requires this same
attention to design quality. The design guidance is:
• Building heights should relate to the station. The
facades along the Plaza should not exceed 10 metres
in height; the supermarket itself should not exceed 15
metres in height;
• The buildings, given their large volume, must all have
a vertical sub-division to enable them to relate to
their context. Buildings should vary in height and
architectural design, and frontages should contain
small setbacks to emphasise their individuality within
the composition;
• The main material will need to be brick in the façades
around the Station Plaza to provide a reference to
the listed station;
• The corners of buildings should be designed as
‘beacons’ to strengthen the relationship with the
Plaza; the corners should be glazed to break down
the appearance of their massing;
• Façades facing the Plaza should have a minimum of
40% solid wall and a maximum of 60% glazing;
• Ground floors of buildings onto the Plaza should have
a minimum height of 4.5 metres;
• Entrances to buildings from the Plaza should be
clearly visible, high and monumental;
• The supermarket car park should be hidden behind a
built façade from the Station Plaza and from Station
Approach through to Hilderthorpe Road; and
• Signs, billboards and fascias onto the Plaza need to
form an integral part of the architectural design.

6. Burlington Parade

The Supermarket
6.14 The supermarket must have an active frontage onto
Station Plaza, and must have an appropriately detailed
façade onto Hilderthorpe Road. No blank or billboard
facades will be allowed to face onto the street. The
façade on Station Plaza will be open and inviting,
and should incorporate smaller units onto the plinth
suitable to the important gateway function of the Plaza
and the need to animate it.
6.15 Parking should not be visible from the street but
hidden behind active frontage (Station Plaza) or behind
façades or (green) screens (Hilderthorpe Road).
6.16 The Gypsey Race should be rehabilitated and
reopened along Hilderthorpe Road if possible, with
street trees, green banks and a promenade along the
façade of the building giving access to the street related
uses in the plinth.
6.17 Architecturally, the supermarket building will be scaled
down to comprehensible units in keeping with the
scale and grain of the established urban form and
surrounding developments. The pavement around the
building will be in accordance with the design guidance
in section 5 Strategic Public Realm.
The Second Retail Anchor
6.18 Architecturally, the supermarket building too will be
scaled down to comprehensible units in keeping with
the scale and grain of the established urban form and
surrounding developments. The pavement around the
building will be in accordance with the design guidance
for the Strategic Public Realm.
6.19 The retail units at both ends of the development –
onto Station Plaza and Quay Road - must have a dual
exposure with display windows on each side elevation.
These shops mark the entrance of the street and will
need a distinct architecture.
6.20 On Station Plaza and along Quay Road the units are
required to have display windows and shop entrances
that will create an active street frontage. On the south
side of the development, along the Gypsey Race, the
units must address the street and make an active
frontage.
6.21 The jointed units will vary in architectural design and
appropriate use of materials, height and depth will
create the illusion of a smaller grain development.
The predominant material to be used in facades is
brick in combination with contemporary materials.
Advertisement-boards or billboards should be
integrated in the architecture of the façade. Where
roll-down shutters are necessary they should be

at least 70% transparent and preferably internal.
The maximum building height along the Primary
Retail Circuit within the development is 12 metres,
mezzanines are allowed when they maintain a full
height space behind the façade. The width of an
individual architectural unit along the Primary Retail
Circuit within the development should not generally
exceed 15 metres.
6.22 A public multi storey car park is required as part of
the development, with its entrance from Springfield
Avenue. The Council requires suitable treatment to
the car park, and requires that it is concealed within an
active development. Single aspect flats or workspace
or a mix would be suitable. These units will need to
be architecturally down scaled to individually designed,
vertical units. Ground floor units will have their own
front door and a small outdoor space on the street.
There is an opportunity to visually extend Windsor
Crescent to form a gateway into the development and
create a physical as well as visual link. Developers will
be required to consider this opportunity in working up
their design concepts for this site.
6.23 The south side of Station Approach should be designed
to accommodate the AAP bus-coach-rail interchange
as a linear bus shelter, integrated in the rear boundary
of the retail units avoiding closed, anonymous rear
façades. Behind the bus shelter an internal service road
will service the retail units. The land between Station
Approach and the rail tracks could be redeveloped
with warehouse type buildings, resembling the existing
warehouse. These can be used for arts, catering
outlets or cultural activities. The land will also be used
to accommodate the relocated station parking.
Gypsey Race Corridor
6.24 The Gypsey Race corridor forms an internal, secluded,
link between the Station Plaza and the Harbour top
(and the Marina). The Gypsey Race corridor is to
contain a mix of apartments, town houses, restaurants
and cafés, business space and shop fronts organised
around a high quality public realm. The key aim
of the corridor is to provide a calm and attractive
environment for residents, entrepreneurs and visitors.
6.25 These developments must be small in scale with
careful adaptation into the existing structures and
topography.
6.26 The whole of the Gypsey Race corridor is to form
an open, publicly accessible, convenient, green and
enchanting route between Station Plaza and Bridge
Street to the harbour. Mixed use development and
frontages will define this new public realm. Beck Hill
will be raised to form a vehicle bridge that spans the
valley and allows pedestrians and cyclists to pass safely
underneath.
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Figure 6.2 Gypsey Race Corridor (Illustrative)

6.27 The design concepts for the corridor must have a coherent
approach to the development of a landscape focus and
recreational space.
6.28 The design principles for all parts of the corridor are:
• small in scale and intimate;
• front doors onto the street or the park;
• built up from recognizable, individual architectural units
in keeping with the scale and grain of the established
urban form and surrounding developments. A rich
variety of architectural design, use of materials,
height and depth will help to create the illusion of a
smaller grain development using predominantly brick
architecture;
• give special attention to ornamentation, detailing and
building entrances;
• have a maximum building height of five storeys;
• have parking hidden from the main public spaces that is
never visible (hidden behind structures);
• have variety in roof line or building height compatible
with the established built form of the town centre;
• in limited parts, have some animation of the spaces from
the perimeter uses with their own outdoor spaces.
Between Springfield Avenue and Beck Hill
6.29 The street will form a pedestrian link into the Gypsey
Race valley. The character of the street is defined by the
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residential development on the north side and landscaped
embankment. It will be a calm, small scale pedestrian
street.
6.30 Developments along the Race will be required to have:
• an average building height of four storeys. Building
heights may vary between three and five storeys;
• a rich variety in architectural design, using materials,
colour, height, roof shape and small setbacks in order
to create the illusion of a smaller grain, individual
development;
• plots widths greater than 6m will require special
treatment to ensure vertical emphasis is maintained in
the façade;
• architectural designs may repeat at suitable intervals;
• cafés, restaurants and studios integrated in the plinth of
residential buildings where feasible commercially; and
• car parking.
Between Beck Hill and Bridge Street
6.31 This section of the corridor is a narrow, asymmetric street
with the Gypsey Race running on one side and possibly
feeding into a new mill pond. Development in this area will
be required to have:
• Multi storey parking, screened from the main public
space at ground level;

6. Burlington Parade

• Gypsey Race exposed as far as practicable;
• plots widths greater than 6m will require special
treatment to ensure vertical emphasis is maintained in
the façade;
• a maximum building height of five storeys;
• a rich variety in architectural design, using materials,
colour, height, roof shape and small setbacks in order
to create the illusion of a smaller grain, individual
development; and
• pedestrian access to the car park from Beck Hill and
from Sawmill Yard.
6.32 Bridge Street is to be transformed from a narrow, trafficdominated street into a space that opens up to the Gypsey
Race and the Harbour. Bridge Street will be taken out of
the main vehicle circulation and become a secondary route.
6.33 The public realm scheme for the Gypsey Race should
continue as far as Bridge Street to the Harbour (where there
is the potential for a major piece of public art (e.g. symbolising
the merging between the Gypsey Race and the Sea).

Figure 6.3 Composition of Residential Building Façade

Current Situation: Sawmill Yard
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7.

The Harbour and Marina

7.1

The AAP sets out that the detailed design of the
development on the reclaimed land south of the
listed south pier should be guided by a masterplan
prepared on behalf of the council and its partners. To
ensure a comprehensive approach, the masterplan will
incorporate the land within the blue line boundary of
AAP Policy BridTC4, shown in fig 7.1. The masterplan
will be consulted upon and will be required to follow
the guidance in this SPD (AAP para 5.88). The council
may also prepare a development brief for land at the
northern perimeter of the harbour in order to ensure a
comprehensive approach to development in due course
(AAP 3.72).

7.2

The design guidance that follows relates to development
in the Harbour environs, the proposals for which are
subject to provision for the operational activities of the
Trust Port, and which would apply to any development
that may come forward in advance of the master-plan.

7.3

The public realm scheme for the Gypsey Race should
continue across Bridge Street to the Harbour (where
there is the potential for a major piece of public art)

7.4

The current view from the Harbour to the rear façades

buildings and the pedestrian ramps down to the Harbour.
The Council is keen to encourage redevelopment in
this area that will take advantage of the aspect over
the Harbour and can create a new waterfront, but will
require that access from Queen Street into the Harbour
area is maintained.
7.5

• to make the Harbour accessible and improve links to
the Town Centre;
• to utilise land now used for parking to create an active
and diverse edge to the Harbour in line with the
provisions of AAP Policy BridTC4;
• to hide car parking from the main public spaces;
• to maintain variety in roof line and building height
compatible with established built form mixed with
robust, maritime architecture; and
• to maintain a palette of building materials and colour
compatible with the character of the existing harbour
environs.
Design Guidance for the Quayside (Harbour and
Marina)
7.6

Figure 7.1 Harbour Policy Area
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The urban design objectives for the Harbour environs
are:

The addition of new buildings to the Harbour blocks
requires careful adaptation to the existing buildings and to
preserve and enhance the character of the BQCA set out
in the CACA. The new buildings will:

7. The Harbour and Marina

Current Situation: Harbour Top

• form a collection of substantial, individual waterfront
buildings;
• have front doors onto the street;
• build up from recognisable, individual architectural
units in keeping with the scale and grain of the
established urban form and surrounding developments.
A rich variety in architectural design, use of materials,
height and roof shapes will create the illusion of a
smaller grain development;
• be rich in architectural detailing and have clearly
defined entrances;
• have a building height of not more than 5 storeys
generally above the quayside, with the possibility of
a localised increase to 7 storeys for an appropriate
architectural emphasis on a landmark building;
• have a variety in roof line or building height compatible
with established built form;

• in limited parts buildings uses can utilise adjacent
external public space;
• safeguard the key views and vistas across the harbour
area and help deliver the missing key view from Bridge
Street.
7.7

Mixed use development between South Cliff Road and
the Harbour should have a robust, maritime type character.
The different uses will be integrated into a coherent
architectural statement. The buildings should have a
maximum building height of five storeys on the Harbour
side with the ground floor opening up to the Harbour.

7.8

The development edge onto the Harbour at first floor level
should be active – shop fronts with retail, food and drink
and other leisure units - and set back by, say, five metres to
allow for a sheltered public ‘gallery’ along the quayside.
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8.

The Established
Shopping Core

8.1

Figure 8.1 shows the extent of the Established Shopping
Core (area viii), which lies largely within the Bridlington
Quay Conservation Area (only part of the Promenades
Shopping Centre extends outside the conservation area).

8.2

The Established Shopping Core consists of two parts:
• the historic centre lies between Manor Street and
Cross Street and contains Chapel Street, King Street
and Queen Street; and
• the newer area, built in the late 20th century, that
includes The Promenades and the parts around it.

Figure 8.1 The Established Shopping Core

8.3 The finest part of the area is Manor Street up to
and including the listed Brunswick Hotel. This area is
incorporated within the Burlington Parade policy area,
and design guidance is set out in Section 6.

transparency so as to permit window shopping outside
shop hours – contributing to things to ‘do and see’ all
year round.
8.7

8.4

Of particular note is the HSBC bank building on the
corner plot between Chapel Street and King Street.
Unfortunately the setting of the building, with the
prominent and incongruous Boyes department store
immediately behind it, is not complementary. Also of note
are the buildings at 1-2 Cross Street and 2 Prospect St for
their historic and townscape interest respectively.

8.5 The historic centre of the Established Shopping Core
comprises a coherent assembly of late 18th and early-mid
19th century buildings, in a mixture of purpose-designed
commercial and good quality merchant houses that have
been converted to shop uses.
8.6
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• the depth of the building plots between Queen Street
and King Street and between King Street and Chapel
Streets; and
• the width of Chapel Street, King Street and Queen
Street which allows traffic to intrude.
8.8

The depth of the building block depth is too small to
insert a spine or service street down the middle, so
many of the units (including the largest – Boyes) attempt
to trade from two frontages facing different streets.
The effect of this, on the one hand, is to reduce trading
efficiency and increase operating costs for the affected
retailers (some 10 in total) and, on the other, to dissipate
the same shopper flow over two streets rather than one
(for the same retailer). Other units such as the Library
and Superdrug present an unattractive closed aspect on
one side. The consequence is that neither of the streets is
as active as needed to support thriving stores.	 These
are problems that will need to be overcome as proposals
for renewal and new development present themselves

8.9

The aim of new development therefore must be:

The area shows a variety of different architectural styles.
All the buildings in the Established Shopping Core have a
strong individual character. As opportunities for new or
replacement buildings materialise within the Plan period,
the buildings should:
• have similar massing and scale as the average grain of
buildings in the area;
• materials should be of high quality and consistent with
the surrounding historic setting;
• have architectural concepts for buildings that are
contemporary in design and distinct in character;
• have architectural concepts for buildings that are rich
in ornament and have well defined entrances;
• when re-using existing buildings, respect the original
architecture of the building;
• integrate shopfront design, signage and advertising in
accordance with the guidance in this document;
• have shop fronts that are inviting and show the interior
of the ground floor use; and
• have roll-down shutters (preferably internal) with 70%

The plan form of the Established Shopping Core has an
impact on the attractiveness of the area as modern retail
centre and in part derive from specific features of the
area such as:

• to re-orientate retail units to single frontages, and then
to treat the ‘dead frontage’ on the closed side with
another form of development - for example, small
kiosks or permanent market stalls or small arcade type
units; and /or
• to create ‘cuts through’, wide enough to create small
units along one or both sides of the new cut.

8. The Established Shopping Core

Physical and Visual Connections
8.10 The lack of good connections through the two principal
building blocks (between Queen Street and King
Street and between King Street and Chapel Street)
compounds the apparent disconnections between
the established shopping core and the Harbour area,
including at Bridge Street.
8.11 The configuration of the blocks to the east of Cross
Street also blocks views from Queen Street, King Street
and Chapel Street to the Seafront. While seemingly
beneficial, in that this configuration would appear to
reinforce the separate functions of the shopping core
and Seafront, the shopping core’s relationship to the
Seafront clearly works to the disadvantage of Prince

and Cliff Streets, despite the presence of the Marks and
Spencer store – normally a key anchor retailer.
8.12 Further difficulties are created by the fact that the
shopping blocks are not laid out so that they provide
the primary retail circuit the centre (any shopping
centre) needs. Bridge Street ends the shopping uses
abruptly and there is no circuit back to the rest of the
core, nor an anchor function at the end of Bridge Street
to draw shoppers across the whole of Bridge Street.
The harbour and marina development has the potential
to alleviate this problem if it can provide a strong draw
to town centre shoppers. The same problems beset
Prince and Cliff Streets. The consequences are evident
in the poor condition of many of the buildings in each of
these streets.

King Street
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9.

Town Centre Seafront

9.1

A principal objective is to recover the year round use
of the Town Centre Seafront – including the northern
perimeter of the Harbour, the Prince Street and Cliff
Street areas, Garrison Square and the Esplanade up to
Leisure World. Most of this area lies within the BQCA.

9.2

Although the Fun Fair and other seasonal rides form
part of the town’s seaside attraction, leaseholders and
operators in this area are encouraged to consider the
potential for year round activity. While the town centre
seafront will always be emblematic of Bridlington’s tourism
appeal, there is a pressing need for Bridlington to raise its
game, improve the quality of its offer, diversify its market
appeal and extend the season.

9.3

The first steps, alongside the work to improve the
competitiveness of the Town Centre in its core markets,
are to return the Town Centre Seafront to year round use
by:

Figure 9.1 Town Centre Seafront

• recovering the special historic character of the area
identified in the CACA;
• restoring the better historic buildings;
• inserting new, well-designed buildings; and
• accommodating the type of uses that will ensure the
area is active and appealing all year round, not just for
visitors but for people who live and work in Bridlington.
9.4

Where opportunities for relocation of seasonal seaside
activity, retail in Prince Street and redevelopment of
Leisure World arise, schemes that restore the splendour
of Bridlington’s waterfront can be implemented.

9.5

Along the North Promenade a series of pocket parks or
gardens will provide a quality environment for waterfront
redevelopment which creates a mix of residential, hotel
and ground floor leisure uses. The existing waterfront
parks should be restored to ‘Blooming Belvederes’ on the
waterfront.

9.6

The landscape scheme for Garrison Square is outdated,
but the area will take on a new importance, with new
opportunities, as the proposals for the Harbour are
delivered.

9.7

Garrison Square would suit as a site for a ‘winter garden’
which might be coupled with mixed-use redevelopment
along Prince Street and new development on the
northern Harbour perimeter. The council will in due
course prepare development briefs for both these areas
(AAP 3.67 and 3.72) The concept for a winter garden is a
glassed-in, atrium style garden which could be opened up
in good weather and may include a performance space.

9.8

Where opportunities for new or replacement buildings
on the Town Centre Seafront materialise within the Plan
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Marlborough Terrace

period, the buildings should:
• have similar massing and scale as buildings on The
Crescent and Marlborough Terrace;
• use materials of high quality and consistent with the
surrounding historic setting especially within the
Bridlington Quay Conservation Area;
• have architectural concepts for buildings that are
contemporary in design and distinct in character and
add to the exiting townscape value of the area;
• have architectural concepts for buildings that are rich in
detail and have an articulated entrance;
• when re-using existing buildings, respect the original
architecture of the building; and
• reflect the pattern of the existing streets and
townscape.

10. Promenade - (The area outside the BQCA)

10.

Promenade - (The area
outside the BQCA)

10.1 The AAP aims to concentrate footfall along the new
Primary Retail Circuit and reduce the extent of the
shopping core to make this possible. The Promenade is
a very long, and largely struggling, secondary commercial
street. The section of the Promenade that remains within
the shopping core needs to strengthen through improved
access to the newly designated Primary Retail Circuit which
takes in Cross Street. (See AAP Policies Map)
10.2 North of the Promenades shopping centre new and more
viable changes of use are needed for the building stock
including residential and leisure uses such as food and drink
operations that will be able to benefit from the more
sheltered aspect than the exposed conditions on the Seafront.

Figure 10.1 Promenade

Building Character
10.3 The street façades are incoherent but generally with three
story buildings. Many of the buildings along the Promenade
are in need of maintenance.
Physical and visual connections
10.4 The Promenade as a street is presently dominated by car
parking and traffic. The Promenade runs parallel to the
northern foreshore and continues as Flamborough Road to
the north. To the east of the Promenade a series of streets
create views to the waterfront. Although the quality
and nature of the streets vary, they represent the future
potential for the Promenade. Any development along the
northern foreshore or the Promenade should emphasise
and celebrate this sequence of links.
10.5 Should opportunities for new or replacement buildings
or convergence of existing buildings north of the
Promenade Centre materialise within the Plan period,
the buildings should:
• have similar massing and scale as the average grain of
buildings along the Promenade;
• respond to the quality of the refurbished buildings of
the Crescent east of the Promenade;
• be mainly residential with an occasional restaurant;
• have an individual character and a monumental
entrance; and
• feature bay windows.

Promenade (Outside Conservation Area)
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11. Town Hall and Environs

11.

Town Hall and Environs

11.1 While new development is not anticipated in this area, it
may become feasible to replace the 1960s/70s buildings,
or to replace surface car parking with development that
incorporates, as part of new structures, the existing car
parking requirement. Should such opportunities arise,
the design guidance set out below should be observed.
11.2 The historic character of the area is set by the Town Hall
and its gardens; the Town Hall itself is a fine example
of civic architecture of the inter-war years. The more
recent Magistrate’s Court clearly takes its cue from the
Town Hall, and is a building which is capable of becoming
a good example of its own time. The other buildings
in the area are not in keeping with the quality of these
two buildings and detract from the design quality of this
character area.

Figure 11.1 Town Hall and Environs

Key Public Spaces
11.3 One of the most appealing aspects of the Town Hall area
is the gardens and other green spaces. These lend a civic
stature to the Town Centre that no other development
does, as well as providing valued green and informal
recreation space for Bridlington’s residents. Thus these
gardens and green spaces should be retained under any
scenario.
Physical Connections
Bridlington Magistrates Court

11.4 The Town Hall and environs are, unhelpfully, severed
from the rest of the Town Centre by the rail line. The
recently constructed residential development that lies
between the station and the Town Hall adds a further
barrier. Should an opportunity materialise to create
a physical connection to the northern platform of
the railway station, the connection should be created
through to the Town Hall area.
11.5 The campus character of this area requires no further
street network to improve connections.
Visual Connections
11.6 The ‘grand sweep’ up to the Town Hall is an important
clue to the importance of the buildings and the
functions they house and should be respected, both by
development within the Town Hall and Environs area
and by development on the boundaries of this route,
including development at Burlington Parade. Therefore
visual clues of the Town Hall’s presence from new
development will need to be protected.
11.7 Should an opportunity materialise in the northern part
of the site, at the corner of Quay Road and Station Road,
to replace the buildings that are the backdrop to the
gardens in this area, thought needs to be given to the
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landmark function of this position at the gateway to the
Town Centre.
Building Character
11.8 Should opportunities for new or replacement buildings
materialise within the Plan period, the buildings should:
• have similar massing and pavilion qualities as the Town
Hall, with an appropriate garden setting, in keeping with
the campus qualities of the area;
• materials should be consistent with a pavilion approach
in an historic setting; and
• architectural concepts for buildings should be
contemporary in design and distinct in character.
11.9 The relatively new Magistrate’s Court is an example of a
building that complies with this guidance.
Accommodating Parking
11.10 At present parking is wholly on street or in the surface
car parks at the rear of the campus. If the opportunity
becomes available the aim should be to accommodate
parking within or under structures, both to hide car
parking uses and to make more efficient use of land.

12 and 13. Residential Areas: North and South

12.

Residential Area North

12.1 The area Residential North comprises the streets
shown in Figure 12.1. The predominant building type
is large semi-detached townhouses from the 19th and
early 20th century. The buildings are mainly of brick with
pitched roofs and are of good quality.
Physical and Visual Connections
12.2 This area is well connected to the established shopping
core and the Burlington Parade site. It also benefits
from good connections to the Seafront. This area should
become a very desirable place to live with good access
to both retail and leisure opportunities and to the sea.
It will also benefit from close proximity to the Gypsey
Race Park, Harbour and Marina, and is within walking
distance of the Spa.

13.

Figure 12.1 Residential Area North

Residential Area South

Area Character
13.1 The area Residential South comprises the streets shown
in Figure 13.1. Section 2 paragraph 2.46 describes the
character of this area. The predominant building type is
brick terraces.
Physical and Visual Connections
13.2 The area is well connected to Burlington Parade and
Gypsey Race Park, the Harbour, The Spa and the
southern foreshore.
Figure 13.1 Residential Area South

14.

The Spa and Spa
Promenade

Area Character
14.1 This area includes The Spa and its immediate environs at
the southern end of the AAP area.
Physical and Visual Connections
14.2 The area links the southern foreshore towards the
harbour and Town Centre with a high quality built
environment. Future development of land to be
reclaimed south of the South Pier will be subject to a
masterplan which will address the relationship with this
area especially in relation to the provision of a quality
hotel well related to The Spa identified in the AAP.

Figure 14.1 The Spa and Spa Promenade
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14. Illustrative Cross Sections (Burlington Parade)

15. Illustrative

Cross Sections
(Burlington Parade)

Section A Existing

Section A Illustrative
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Key Plan

14. Illustrative Cross Sections (Burlington Parade)

Section B Existing

Section B Illustrative

Section C Existing

Section C Illustrative
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14. Illustrative Cross Sections (Burlington Parade)

Section C1 Existing

Section C1 Illustrative

Section C2 Existing

Section C2 Illustrative
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14. Illustrative Cross Sections (Burlington Parade)

Section D Existing

Section D Illustrative

Section E Existing

Section E Illustrative
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East Riding of Yorkshire Council will, on request, provide
this document in Braille, audio or large print format.
If English is not your first language and you would like a
translation of this document into any other language,
please telephone (01482) 393939.

